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Malice toward None, w ith Charity "for All, andvith Firmness in the Right."
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HARDING COUNTY TO
.KEPHART GETS ANOTHER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
BOX SOCIAL AND
HOLDS REGULAR MEETING
TROUNCING
MAKE APPLICATION FOR MUSICAL PROGRAM TO BE
I
COUNTY AGR. AGENT GIVEN AT BAPTIST CHURCH
"
The Chamber, of Commerce
W. L. Esler of the Extention
The Champion Ball team accompanied by a bunch of rooters held its regular meeting last service from the Agricultural
There will be a Box Social and
and fans went out to Yatesville Tuesday evening and transacted college was in Roy, Mosquero musical program given at the
last Sunday and gave the fast much business of importance to and Mills this week looking over Baptist Church next Tuesday evKephart team one of the worst the town and community! The the proposition of getting the ening August the 9th at 8 sharp.
trouncings that it has been their Chamber appointed Mr. McCar-ge- r County of Harding to establish
The fore part of the program
temporary roadoverseer to a county Agricultural Agent for will be in the form of a musical
lot to receive.
The Roy boys have been prac look after fixing up some of the the coming year.
and as, soon as this part of the
A number of petitions were program is over the box social
ticing contjierable here of late mud holes on the roads leading
and were in the prime of condit- to town. He was also instruc- prepared and mill be presented will start. After the boxes are
ion last Sunday and played a go- ted to see that a bridge was put to the residents of the sounty sold the ladies will serve sandwod clean game, practically error- in at the Carrizo crossing and and as soon as they are comple- iches and coffee to those who do
less. Their batting was" A No.'l try and get some of the worst ted, they will be presented tc not get a box. The proceeds of
also and it seeme that they had places graded as soon as possible the County Commissioners
for the evening program will be usthe Kephart pitcher at their me- also to get busy with the secre- their action at the next meeting. ed to make another payment on
tary and make all the necessary
rcy at all times.
We are of the opinion that it the fin piano the Sunday school
The Kephart players were out arrangements for the Harding is a very good move for all of recently purchased for the churThe Chamber us to make, for it will benefit ch.
of practice and played very loose County , Fair.
t
ball hruout the whole game and meets again next Tuesday eve- the whole Mesa.
Remember, those having the
Credit for the work should be entertainment in charge will exthe support given their pitcher ning. Come out and help them
in their work for it is for your" given to Mr. Beatty of Mosque- pect you to come out as it is for
ivas rather weak indeed.
The score after two hours of benefit as well as any one elses. ro, who for years was Agricul- a good cause ; they are going to
running and batting was, well
tural Agent of Union County. look for you 'so don't disappoint
must we tell it? let's see, yes, The Schopl Board met in re- Mr. Beatty was aking Mr. Elser them next Tuesday night.
here it is 27 to 3 with Roy hold- gular sessiorr last Monday eve- over the new county and introning and discused variqus mat- ducing him to her progressive
ing the long end of the score.
Henry Liebert was in Roy on
Kephart has a fine bunch of ters of importance to the distri- citizens.
business and called on the S.A.
amateur players but they are no ct. The question of : consolidation
We think that Henry had better
match for the fast Roy team of Liberty was brought up and
move to Roy and bring his upto-dat- e
Mr. Tindall and family have
which lias defeated every team acted upon under condition that
hotel here.
they have played this year exc- they were ready for annexation ben visiting in Roy this the guests of Aandy Hern and E.J.H.
ept the Raton team and this ga- at this time.
C.LJustic who has been in
The matter of disposal of the Roy families. Mr. ' Tindall lives Santafe the past few days on bu
me wae lost thru a rotten umbonds was left with Mr. Alldre-dg- e in our sister town Springer.
pire deal.
siness returned home Sunday.
and in as much as the bond
Next Sunday Roy crosses bats
n li
n vlr
ilO m
írvrvt7íií Tira
11111J1.VVCU
11111111
We understand that J. C. Kir-bwith the fast Loretta Dawson ' ií
iUaiACb
A tramp sign painter came to
of Roy has been appointed town the first of the week and
Team which is considered one of will realize on the bonds very
The fastest teams in the state nicely after, all.
Deputy County Treasurer by spent a few days decorating the
The agriculture teacher and County Treasurer Ernest G.
áffd Roy will have to play real
windows of several business hoball to win the giiie. The game the Spanish teacher were also
Mr. Kirby is well fitted uses. He was a fine painter and
will be payed on the home diam- employed at this meeting.
for the position and will make did artitic work.
ond and the game will be called
Mr. Partes a good Deputy.
Reports from the wheat fields
The Village Board; held their
at 2 P.M.sharp The price of adshow
that the average per acre
Almission to this game will be 50c monthly meeting last" Monday
E. B. Branch arrived from
as the expense will be great in and attended to the regular rou- buquerque the first of the week will be more than was at first
bringingthe team here. Every tine of business. Several mat- where he has been attending predicted. Those who have seen
body come out and help your ho- ters of importance came up and school and will take up the work the Abernathy field north of towere discussed. Outside of the as bookkeeper for the Roy Tra- wn say that it will average at
me boys win.
allowing of bills and passing ding Co. Bennie is a bright boy (east 0" 'or more bu. per acre.
a motion for the opening of the and we believe will make a good G.R. pulled his header in the fie- DEMOCRATIC CALL FOR
"
d the first of the week and it al
'
section ine jn the soutn oíu-- .
COUNTY CONVENTION
bookkeeper.
jiost disappeared from sight in
town,, very little business was
'
' About a dozen new subscrib-r- s the mud. They got a bunch of
A democratic county convent- transacted.
ion is hereby called for Monday
to the S.A. this week;It won't horses on the back end of it and
E.F, V Henry. Jhe contractor be long until wé will pass that th finally dragged it out on soiid
August 15th,1921 at Mosquero
Harding County New Mexico for has completed the sidewalk from ouand mark and then we are goi- ground afte.r one or two ofthe
the purpose of sele cting 10 del- down town to the school house. ng afterthe 1500 mark in r 1922. horses had mired down also. And
egáis to attend the Democratic The whole work is a fine piece If you have a friend in the east think this all happened in "dry
':
tae Convenion a Albuquerque N. of side walk and shows expert that you wish to become interest New Mexico .
workmanship. Mr. Henry is a fi ed in New Mexico, send him the
M. Aug. 18h.
Jack Malloney is thréshing
ne Cement workman and this pie S.A. for a year for he will enjoy
The Democratic ' State
nominate a candid- ce of side walk shows that he reading the best weekly in . the the whet on his ranch near his
ate for United States Senator. knows his business . We under
home this week with his header
It is urged that all precincts be stand that he is lining up anothcombine and it is averaging a
represented at this convention er batch of sidewalk that the paMrs." E. W. Paxton, mother f little more than 25 bushel per
handling
The Central Committee has not trons will pay for without the Seth E. Paxtofi, one of our
s acre. The combine is
yet succeeded in attending to the city aid.
., .
sav
and
Jack
nicelv
imiin
the
in
merchants arrived
organization of all precincts in
Roy from Effingham, HI. the .'She is sure the ideal method of
the county but Democrats are L.E. Deubler is in Maxwell first of the week and will spend harvest and a sure getter of the
asked to call a precinct meeting this week looking after his busi- several weeks with her son and grain to the bin!
any time and attend to the elec- ness at that place. Lafe is an ex- family. Mrs. Paxton is an old
tion of chairman and other pre- pert photographer and Wis work "neighbor of Editor Johnson,
A.Montoya an agent for a
cinct officers. It is urged that all always pleases.
they having lived as neighbors school furniture co. was in Roy
The seyen Tear old daughter for years in the sucker state.
lady democratic ,f votersatfend
the first of the week telling the
,
. .
of Mr. Shaw of near Gladstone
these meetings.
Local School Board about the li
W.ILMcCARGER is reported quite sick at the
finished
R.A.Pendleton
has
Hospital.
ne he represents. Mr. Montoya is
Chairman County Central Com.
laying the floor in his garage a fine educated gentlemen and
Anderson Brothers have all building and lias also laid a cem one of those fellows we all like
ATTENTION DEMOCRATS OF
four of. their threshing outfits ent walk in front of the garage.
ROY PRECINCT
to meet.
ready for the large threshing
All Democrats of Roy precinct season that is before them. They
R. A. Pendleton and wife, and
' are urged to attend a precinct will have three steamérs and one
Ray Busey was a business vi
caucus to be held at the office oil pull. The seperators are in Al Miss Aleene left the first of the
, of McCarger
and Hooper on Sat shape and two of them have 36 week for Ute Park, Eagle Nest sitor in Raton the latter part of
nrday August 13th at 8 o'cock inch cylinders and the other two Dam and other points of pleasu- the week. While Ray was away
'P.M. This will be held for the have 32 inch cylinders. The four re. The expect to be gone seve- Mrs. Busey had charge of the
purpose of electing Chairman threshing outfits will employ ral days and will bring home J. E. Busey Co., and we believe
Vice Chairman and Secretary of over forty men and it will cost fish galore. Mr. and Mrs. Pen- the handled the business better
this precinct and to select delega over $300. per day,(to run them dleton have surely earned this than Ray could handle
it himtes to the County Convention at The Anderson boys' are our pion- rest and no doubt will appreciaself.
Mosquero for Monday Aug. 20th. eer threshing men and have ma- te it very much.
Democratic lady voters are urg-- de good in their business and no
doubt will handle a large amount
ied especially to attend.
ofthe threshing of the mesa. ThCommittee
.
ey will run their own cook shacFREE MUSICAL
Supper
to
Box
ks and wilj put the grain in the
the
Lets go
August 9th, at Baptist Church. wagon at so much per bushel.
. YOU WILL ENJOY THE MUSICAL PRO.
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BALL

PLAY

WHY LIMIT THE
TAXATION

.

Next Sunday afternoon, Aug.
7th the fast Roy Ball team will
cross bats on the Roy diamond
with the fast Loretta-- Dawson
Team. This team is one of the
strongest teams in the state and
if you want to see á real game
come out and watch the game.
The admission will be 50c for
this game and remember the
game wil start at 2 P.M. sharp.
.

In answer to the question"Why
limit the tax rate?" one mav ask
another- - What will be the result
if we don't fix a limit ?A taxpay
er has only to look at his tax rec
ceipt to note that he is paying
twice what he paid five or six ye
ars ago on the same property.
in some towns.cities and vill
ages, property owners are paying
between four and five percent
of the assessed value of their
property for state couhty and
locai' purposes;. The state and cou
nty tax rate alone exceeds two
per cent in nearly air of the cou
nties of the state and approaches three percent in several count

Mr. John Ishy and wife of Georgetown, Texas and Fred Fluh-ma- n
Sr. and wife of Willberger
Texas arrived in Roy last Friday
to spend a few days with their
nephew Fred Fluhman and family of north of town. Both of these gentlemen are large farmers ies..
in their respective communities
and decided they needed' a little
outing and they knew there was
no better place on earth than in
New Mexico and at tfieir nephews home. Both of the gentlemen are well pleased with this part of the state and our beautiful
climate. We wish they might be
induced to become residents of
the mesa for we need just such
families as the Fluhmans on this
mesa.To be sure they have the
S.A. in their home to tell them
all about New Mexico.

y

YV

No.30

REPUBLICAN CALL FOR
COUNTY CONVENTION
o

A County Republican Convention is hereby called for Monday
August 15th at 2 P.M. at Mosquero, Harding County, New
Mexico for the purpose of selecting delegates to attend the Republican State Convention at
Santa fe on'August 18th,1921
The Republican State Convent
ion will nominate a candidate

for United States Senator.
entitled
. Each precinct will be
to the following delegates :

It Willi be noted that in 1Q1K
the rate for state and county pur
poses ranged from $8.22 in Mc.
Kinley county to $15.60 in Eddy
County, In 1920, Grant county
n spite of its wealth of resource
.bore a state and county rate of
$io.-swnne San Juan County
is burdened with the heavy rate
of $31.65, It should be remembered
vill Q era ciiiu
that rit.v , tmvn
onH
.
.v",Tum
school district levies are piled on
me top ol these extraordinary
rates. The tax rates per $10,000
valuation in Mora county was
s

,

$11.70 in 1915 and $22.57 in 1920
or. a gain of 93 per cent in 5

years
A taxpayer has only to study
his tax receiDts to di
his tax burden has increased dur
mg the past five or six years.
Will it stop increasing? In most
counties in the state it will be
higher in 1921 than ever before.
Where will it stop? If the tax
limitation amendment is ratified
there will be a limit - a reasonable mayimum which will offer
some assurance against the confiscation of a man's property
for taxes.

Mosquero Precinct No. 1, fi
REVIVAL SERVICES
No. 2, 3
Solano
Roy
No. 3, 7 :
: No. .4 6..
-- Mills - . The Revivaf at the Christian
Church will begin next Thursday
No. 5, 3
, Kephart
eyening August 11th with song
DeHaven
No. 6. 2
services by the choir and others.
Mesa
No. 7, 1
"
The first sermon will be Saturd3
No.
8,
Albert
"
ay evening at 8 P.M. These ServDavid
No. 9, 1
ices will be conducid by the PasLeon
No. 10, 1
tor in charge, Rev. J.H.D.Terrel
Lower Mosquero No. 11, 2
assited bv Rev. Nanc of rciPasn
Gallegos
No. 12, 2
Texas.
Bryantine
.' No. 13, 1
Logan
No. 14, 1
NftTrrrc
Rosebud
No. 15, 2
"
There will be a meeting of the
Cone
No. 16, 2
patrons of School District No.4l
Abbott
No. 17.
Liberty on next Monday evening
Bueyeros
No. 18, 4
August
8th for the purpose of
It is urged that all precincts
be represented at this Convent- discussing consolidation. All paion. The ladies are especially in- trons come out.
J.S.Christman,Clerk
vited to participate in this convention.
I)R.Murdock the dentU win
F.S.BROWN
from Aiimit nth i
Chairman County Central Com. be in R-August 20th.If you want dentist
H. E. Truesdale informs us work done see him these dates..
that he has the contract for teh
erection of the new Wilson Co. A Drohibiti
wiitwi v exilic;
house at Mosquero which will be over from Santa Fe last Sunthe home of the Manager Mr. day and took the bootlegger over
Paul Kingsbury. Mr. Truesdale with him, so that he could tell
will move to Mosquero for a few Unce Sam about his troubles.
weeks while erecting the buil
ding.
We were informed that Al
Cloud is tending the separator
Miss Nanalee Bradley and El this year for Charlie
West. Al
len Drake and Messers Harry just
can't leave the separators
and Lawence Kingebury, atten- alone even if he
does have to
ded the Logan roundup- last stuff
UVffA oviuc
ui tnciu
week.
with a pitchfork.
V
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Saw and Tool Prices are Down
and buy the saw or tool you have
ted at the price yeu have been waiting to pay.
COME in

wan-

.. The reductions have been made
and they certainly are worthy of notice. The famous Disston Saws-i- f
"the saw most carpenters use" and every tool in the
Disston line can now be bought at a rock bottom price.

GRAM AT THE BAPTIST CHURCH
"

NEXT TUESDAY AUGUST 9th

.

are cheapest. This truth is more striking than ever at the present time..
Good tools

-

.

over our stoek, and see for yourself the low cost of good saws nd toels.

Come in and look

out

ALL FREE
BIG COX SUPPER AFTER THE PROGRAM

Benefit Church Improvements
Bring a lady and advise the lady to bring a well
filler box of "eats"

FOR SALE BY

ROY TRADING COMPANY
"A ProfitablaJPlace'to Trade

TUESDAY EVENING

AUGUST

Are Now Prepared to Do
Your Repair Work and
Guarantee all work turned

Orchastra, Piano, Violin,
Vocal Solos, Quartettes, Trias,
and Speaking.

'

Y

WE

Oih

We will specialize on Chwrolct, Ford Cars and
Fordson Tractor work.
WE CAN REBORE YOUR CAR OR TRACTOR ENGINE BLOCK AND PUT IN OVERSIZE PISTONS
oh all Ford car work we guarantee to use only
Genuine Ford parts and, solicit a share of your
patronage. It will be cur aim to

SATISFY YOU
Give Us A Trial

F. S, Brown Motor

Company

'

HARDING COUNTY FAIR

ROY, N.M SEP'T. 15 16 17;

THE
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Illustrations
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COPYRIGHT. EY RANDALL PARW5H

MURDER!
Synopsis. In a New York Jewelry
tore t'hillp Severn, United States
consular agent, notices a small box
which attracts him. He purchases
he discovers In a secret
It
compartment a writing giving a
clew to a revolutionary movement
In this country seeking to overthrow
the Chilean government The writing mentions a rendezvous, and
Severn decides to Investigate. Finding the place mentioned In the writing apparently deserted, 8evern
visits a saloon In the vicinity. A
woman In the place Is met by a
man, seemingly by appointment,
and Severn, his suspicions aroused,
follows them. They go to the designated meeting place, an abandoned Iron foundry. At the rendezvous Severn la accepted as one
of the conspirators and admitted.
He meets a stranger who addresses
him as Harry Daly. The incident
plays Into Severn's hands and he
accepts it. His new acquaintance
la a notorious thief, "Gentleman
Oeorge" Harria. Concealed, Severn
hears the girl address the conspirators. She urges them to hasten the
work of revolution. The girl discovers Severn listening.
She accepts his explanation of his presence and asks him to meet her next
(lay. He tells her his name is Daly.
Btie Is "Miss Conrad." Harris
him of a scheme he has to
secure 11.000.000, the revolutionary
fund, and offers to "split" with him.
Severn accepts. Severn learns It
was his new friend and a "Captain
Alva" who had lost the box which
started him on the trail. Harris
tells him the woman is Marie Gess-leHe arranges to meet Severn
next day at Tom COstigan's saloon.
r.

CHAPTER

VI

Continued

9

If so, who then was "Jllss Conrad?"
Not Marie Geasler, certainly, under
mother name, for he would have returned to Washington.
There was no
doubt as to that, for Alva bad agreed
to take her direct to the depot In his
own car, and would scarcely leave until she was safely on the train. Probably the other woman was a confed-erute- i
with whom sho would communicate by telephoiie. My clearer Judgment told me all this, made me. fully
conscious of the danger of keeping
this appointment, yet never swerved
me from nn Intention to do so. Marie
Gessler's eyes were frank and honest :
they had looked directly Into my own
pleadingly I Imagined, and I retained
blind faith In her no ordinary cir
cumstances would overcome. She was
involved In this criminal conspiracy
there could be no doubt as to that
but why? under what conditions?
Wlint could ever have driven so womanly a woman to such an association?
Was her appeal to me an effort at as
slstance? Was she blindly endeavoring to learn In this way If I was
worthy of trust, and confidence? Tills
hope would not down ; It remained Insistent, persistent. I would keep my
word; I would go to the place designated, at the hour set; I would go
armed, prepared for whatever might
occur of treachery but I would go.
l'erhaps here was the key to the whole
mystery; and once I solved her con
nection with the plot, particularly If
It absolved her from blame, and the
necessity of exposure, I could go forward with clear conscience, and land
these others where they Justly be
longed.
I must have covered four or five
blocks Immersed In such thought, almost forgetful of my surroundings,
my head bent low before the rain, my
feet carelessly slushing through the
water in pools on the sidewalk. I met
no one, heard no sound to arouse me;
all about was dark, desolate, forlorn.
Then suddenly I became conscious of
some unusual obstruction Just ahead.
At first 1 took It for a wrecked wagon
lying against the curb, but another
step forward revealed the truth a deserted touring car. Its red
plastered with mud, and barely visible.
I approached with a feeling of relief;
It was not wrecked no sign of accident wos to be noticed. Kven In that
dim light I could see the machine was
no common car, a sedan, its glass brilliant in spite of the rain spatters, nnd
its paint gleaming brightly.
I stared about wonderlngly,
but
could perceive nothing to account for
the presence of such a car, or its apparent desertion. Up and down both
streets not a figure moved; not a
sound reached me but the slough of
the wind, and the potter of rain. I
shivered with the loneliness of It oil,
as curiosity 'led me 4o cross the muddy
parkway to assure myself as to what

t

tail-lig-

this strange desertion meant
There wos no nne In the car. I
could ' look straight
through
the
dimmed windows, against the glare of
a street lamp a block away. One of
the rear doors stood half open, and.
tempted by It. I bent over and felt

My nam touched some obwithin.
ject on the floor, and I Instantly
up
i straightened
with the thing
gripped In my fingers. It wag a long,
thln-blade- d

dagger an

ornament

APANISH-A-

rather than a weapon with an odd,
fanciful hilt. There were stains upon
the polished steel ; and the moment I
saw It, I knew where It had attracted
my attention before as a pin In Marie Gessler's hat.
CHAPTER VII.

she would have guarded
such danger of discovery,
Why, that carelessness alone might
ruin every hope of escape, might bring
her to the electric halr-- It was
,
,
damning evidence.
I dare not remain there In the
presence of this grisly spectacle. To
be found would fasten the hideous
crime upon me, while such a story as
I must tell would never be believed. I
did not know even who she really was,
or where she might be. I cared noth
Ing for Alva's death; horrible as It
was, I was conscious of no regret, but
I must not be mixed up In the affair.
The only thing for me to. dp was to
disappear, and leave the police to
make their own discovery.
And the
knife? the weapon which hai'done
the deed? What should I do with

that?
I did not hesitate long. I. would
protect her from discovery If I could ;
at least until I was myself convinced
of her guilt. There was, jap longer
the slightest doubt in my mind but
what this wo 8 her act. Everything
pointed
straight' toward her. Tet
there might be a reason, a worthy
cause, and, In any case, she had done
a service to the country. . The world
was better off with this conspirator
dead; nor would I denounce the one
who had taken his life. I hid the
knife In a pocket of my coat, and
hastened down the side street toward
the nearest car line, my only desire
be(k( c escape that neighborhood as
swiftly as possible.
By a quarter of three I was safely
In my room at the hotel for the first
time feeling a sense of real security,
Yet It was not to sleep. I did not
even undress, except to remove my
wet
before flinging my
self on the bed. My brain wouldn't
rest, and I lay there staring up at the

Seek Miss Conrad The Threads Become Tangled.
I grasped the thing In my hand,
holding It tip incredulously Into whatever faint light I could find. There
was no question as to Its Identity; I
could not tloubt. This was the same
peculiar ornament I had observed that
evening In the girl's hat, or else Its
exact mate. I recalled the quaint
shape of the miniature hut too clearly
to be mistaken. Then this car was the
one In which she had departed with
Gustave Alva two hours before. What celling, while my mind reviewed over
had occurred In the meanwhile? Some- and over again every Incident of the
thing serious evidently.
The dagger night, and planned for the morning.
on the floor would Indicate a struggle, How would the murder of Alva affect
or at least a hasty departure from the the plof I had started to overcome?
vehicle.
Would It continue under some other
I stood staring at It, slowly compreleadership? Who? And the money?
hending the probable meaning of those what would become of that? What
dark stains on the blade. Their na- readjustment of plans would Harris
ture could not be determined In so consider necessary? Once I knew his
dim a light, yet when I touched them conception of the situation, .1 could
with my finger It became discolored. better regulate my own action. MeanMy God! could It be blood? Wood! It while the only safe course was to re
was blood ; then this had been a scene main still, and profess Ignorance.
of tragedy, of awful crime perhaps. Then I had the engagement at 247 Le
The discovery sickened me but I had Compre street that might reveal
something of Importance to help me
solve the problem.
I got up, removed the dagger from
iny pocket, and examlned.lt In the
electric light. It was a toy weapon,
yet sufficiently dangerous, for all that,
and I looked nt It with a sense of hor
ror. How could a woman have ever
thrust even that keen ,blade with one
blow through to the heart7 Yet the
evidence was before me. Those dark
stains were blood human blood
dried now, but unmistakable In their
proof of crime; I washed the steel,
leaving the blade bright and polished ;
then wrapped It carefully, and hid It
away at the very bottom of my bag,
locking the latter against possible Inspection by a curious mold. I felt
once.I had the weapon out of
'
' ' ;
sight:
The. "morning papers contained no
reference to the tragedy tlie body of
the dead man hud not been found In
time. There would be noise enough
when It was, no dóübt, for "Alva must
have been' widely known and ranked
us of some Importance..1 Even If his
identity was never established, If no
suspicion was aroused as to bis position, and secret work In this country
yet tlie very mystery of the case would
create a sensation. But perhaps he
It Was a Long,
Dagger.
had papers on his person of value. I
regretted not having searched his
to go on. I wrenched open the forpockets.
Then the conviction came
ward door, and peered fearfully withthat possibly here might be the true
in. I could not but know instantly
solution of
murder a desire to sewhat I saw a dim, huddled form cure some the
documents the man carried.
leaning forward across the steering-whee- l,
I went down to Costigan's place on
one hand yet on the spokes,
foot, not being entirely certain of the
with head dangling helplessly, upheld
exact location. It was an ordinary
only by contnct with the windshield.
corner saloon, with a stairway leading
I knew the man was dead before I
to rooms above. In the morning hours
touched the cold hand ; his very poswas nearly deserted, but
ture told that and how he had died ; the barroom
man at the bar, looking me over
the
instantly, from a stab In the back. I cautiously,
said that "Mr. Parker" had
could not see his features, the darkgone out, and had left no
already
ness hid them, but desperation drove
word as to when he would return. I
me to pass my hand over the conwas rather glad, yet I left a tele- cealed face; the upturned mustache,
phone number, with a request that i
exposed
teeth, grinning Ironically
the
be called whenever he came back. I
In death, left no doubt as to who he
was the Chilean soldier and attache. waited impatiently for the call in my
Captain Alva. The awful horror of It room, but none came. It dawned upon
me that In all probability Harris was
paralyzed my very brain. She must
frantically endeavoring to find the
have done this! That girl must have
whereabouts of Alva, as yet having no
killed him! But why? for what reasuspicion of his death. I telephoned
son? for what purpose? Could it have
Costigan's, but "Mr. Parker" had not
been In answer to Insult? Hud the
man dared to press his advances once returned.
I sent out for a noon edition, eagerthey were alone? and had she rescanning Its columns, but finding
ly
sisted? I would not question his In- nothing.
Surely the deserted car,
clination, yet this was not possible.
grim burden, must have been
Its
with
lay
on the floor behind him,
The knife
discovered before this. The police
Just as plucked,
from
suppressed the news to
the wound. The girl, then, was not must have
them to work In secret;, they
even riding beside him; she could not
might have found some evidence In
be to have dealt such a blow she
must have been alone In the rear seat. the dead man's pockets, or In the dark
There In the dark, unnoticed by the recesses of the car, by which they still
man driving, she had leaned forward, hoped to capture the assassin.
I remember eating In a basement
and driven tbut sharp blade unerringrestaurant, where I was total! un- ly home to the heart. He had sus
pected nothing In time to raise even known( and then1 departing foif the
rendezvous on Le Coinpte street. I
an arm In
Then dazed,
frightened by her terrible deed, for-- , approached the number given with
getful even of the knife In. her terror, serious misgivings. If the police were
she had dashed It to the floor and fled actually on the trail, some knowledge
Into the darkness, leaving the rear of this place might be In their possession, and I could, not be, too cautious.
door open behind her.
That was the story; that must be
the story. My mind pictured the scene
In all Its horror. Yet what could ac
There) is no "Miss Conrad."
count for such an act? What cause
could transform this womon, this
smlling-facegirl, Jnto n murderess?
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Her leaving that weapon behind
would seem to proclaim that the deed
He that passeth by and meddleth
was done in haste, on the spur of the with strife belonging not to him, Is like
moment; that it had not been In any une that taketh a dog by the ears.
way, premeditated artd .planned.. Oth Bllpc. j ;
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SEE RECORD CROP
Western Canada Farmers Re
joice Over Bountiful Harvest.

Southwest

There are those In nearly every state
Union who have relatives or
friends, or someone they have known
who are residents of some of the

11017 WOMEN
OF MIDDLE

From All Over

New Mexico

and Arizona

Favorable Weather and Fertile Land
Combine to Pour Riches Into the
Hands of Agriculturists.
In the

News

(Western Newspaper Union

News

May Escape the Dreaded Sufferings of that Period by
Taking Mrs. Block's Advice

Sen Ice. )

At a recent meeting of the Chamber
of Commerce at Tucumcarl, N. M., and
Association,
officials of the Round-uit was decided to hold the annual
round-uthis year September 5, 6
nnd 7.
The school of vocational education
ut Lus Vegas, N. M., lias grown so fast
during the past two months that it has
been necessary to add two extra teach
ers to tlie staff. The school now has
over thirty, pupils.
Runge conditions In Arizona and
New Mexico ore more encouraging
tlinn they have been for months past,
according to n report Issued by the
office of the United States weather bureau at Phoenix.
Bids for tlie fish hatchery at Lisboa
spring, N. M., the first built by the
state, and the superintendent's cottage
will be called for as soon as T. C
Gaustra, tlie architect, finishes the
plans, already practically ready for
'
final approval.
The Postoffice Department Is advertising for bids for néw postofffce location at Willcox, Ariz. The room-mu- st
contain 1,800 square feet of floor space
nnd be conveniently located. The department requires .more space than the
present postoffice contains.
Total shipments of cantaloupes from
the Salt River Valley this year have
400 carloads
approximately
been
greater than last year and 400 carloads less than in 1919, according to
the bulletin Issued by Homer A. Harris, representative of the United
States bureau of markets and crop
estimates at Phoenix.
Abstract of assessment rolls of
PImu, Yuma nud Mohave counties,
Ariz., hnve been filed with the State
The commission
Tax Commission.
now has received copies of the assessment rolls from ten of the fourteen
counties in tlie state. The valuation
placed on assessable property In Pima
county was given as $01,019,249. The
Mohave county roll totaled $23,505,-78Yuma county's assessable property was valued ut $21,301,315.
The State Board of Vocational Education has fixed the budget for vocational education work in Arizona during the coming year at $200,000, according to If. L. Doner, assistant state
director of vocational
education.
Doner said that the $200,000 budget,
which" is $141,339 less than last year's
budget, was recommended by him. The
smaller budget, he said, did not indi
cate nny lessening in tlie efficiency of
l lie work.
Antonio Carpió must hang nt Silver
City, N. M., on Aug. 19 for the murder
of Efren Rlos at Central on Aug. 14,
1019, according to the decree of the
State Supreme Court, which affirmed
Carpio's conviction and set the date
for bis execution. Carpió, the evidence
showed, Jealous of attentions paid by
n rival to a girl at a "bulle," shot to
kill Casimiro Lucero, and tlie bullet
struck Rios, a second shot wounding
Lucero. The court held that shooting
the wrong mini did not exempt the
shooter from. crime.
Copies of tlie Arizona 1921-2Blue
Book, compiled by Kiaiest R. Hall,
secretary of state, have been distributed. Tlie little volume Is replete with
information concerning the sítate. A
bit of history, its population and the
population of Its incorporated cities
and towns, the value of its. crops, Us
newspapers, commercial and miscellaneous organizations, are a few of
the things contained in addition to the
usual list of federal, state and county
officials, state boards and national
guard of the state.
Tlie slate will benefit approximate
ly $1,200 from tlie estate of Elmer
Pirtle, who established tlie town of
Pirtleville, Ariz. Pirtle died August 5,
1Ü20, leaving an estate, according to
the appraisers, of $339,744.01.
Since
the property was held Jointly by Pirtle
nnd bis wife, the stute can collect In
heritance tax on only oné-huthe
p

provinces of Western Canada. They
have gone there to carry on the pro
fession and occupation of farming,
Their progress has been carefully
watched and such news as may come
from them or the country that they
have taken partial possession of will
be read with Interest. Important news
Just now Is the condition of the crops,
Newspaper correspondents and govern
ment representatives are now In a position, after making a careful survey of
conditions, to announce that the crop
conditions in Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta carry the promise of an
early and bountiful harvest and farm
ers view the outlook with utmost
pleasure. Good growing weather has
prevailed since seeding and all cereal
crops are well advanced.
Wheat
headed out has long, heavy heads, and
big yields are Indicated; predictions
are being made that the record production per acre, in 19Í5 will be ex- ceeuea. Harvesting began In some
sections in the early part of August,
An Interesting feature of the situation
Is the fact that there are no bad reports from any part of the country
from the Red river to the Rocky moun
tains and from the International
boundary to Peace river. There will
also be good fruit, vegetable and root
crops.
Most remarkable has been the germi
nation of most of the grain. Marquis
wheat sown on May 11 was fully
headed out on June 30.
Considerable advancement has taken
place in the last few years In the
growing of corn. Sunflowers are also
being grown quite extensively.
Both
these do wonderfully well. On July 4
the writer was shown a twenty-acrfield of corn that had reached a height
of upwards of five feet, while a
field of sunflowers close by, was
entering for a keen race skyward. Both
will doubtless be used for ensilage, to
which will be added a splendid crop
of alfalfa or sweet clover, which also
have proved very successful.
Now
that corn, sunflowers, sweet clover and
alfalfa have taken a liking to the country, It will mean a period of recon
struction in many farming districts,
and mixed farming will supersede the
period of "grain mining" that, no mat
ter how fertile the soil, no matter how
generous it may be in giving forth
from Its great storehouse of all the
properties that have given to Western
Canada Its
name of the
wheat granary of the world, too ruuch
may be asked of it ; the departure from
this Into the sphere of more Intensive
fanning, covering many " generalities
hot before indulged in, will add dollars per acre to the value of this pro-- '
ductlve
Those
land.
who have
watched the progress of Western Canada, have been looking for the day
when corn and such like can be grown
successfully.
It has now arrived.
The cattle and dairy industry will
be given an Impulse that will, attract
those who have been wedded to this
kind of farm life, while none of the
interest that may be taken by the grain
grower will be lessened. Already there
Is an influence following the fact that
corn and sunflowers can be grown,
that Is leading to the erection of silos
in many parts of the country, all Indicating a growing satisfaction as to
the great-futurthat lies before it.
Due chiefly to the drop in costs of
materials and wages, farmers through
out the prairie provinces are erecting
many buildings this year, says the edi
tor and mauager óf the Prairie Lumberman, who was a visitor to Vancouver a few days ago. A campaign
is under way among the retail lumber
men and farmers, urging the erection
of 2,000 silos tills year, and this is
meeting with success, more plans and
specifications having been prepared
and more structures being under way
problably than at any jther time In
the history of the West. Advertiseamount. '
ment.
Camping and fishing will not be de
nied visitors to tlie Apache reservaProtection Against Radium.
tion in tlie White mountains northeast
A physician using radium has to In
of Globe, Ariz. An order curtailing
sulate himself thoroughly from Its ef- these privileges wus issued tills year
Dr. Belcherc of the French for the first time, by Superintendent
fects.
Academy of Medicine says they must Davis.
Information from the state
wear gloves lined with lend, and spec game warden said an order from the
tacles containing lead salt ; they must Indian commissioner
hnd restored
handle the radium salts with pincers these privileges.
and sit at the table lined with lead. He
The contract for the new high
Is perfecting a lead protector for the school building at Estancia, N. M.,
and
heart and lungs, but advises operators much of the material Is ulready on the
to wrap themselves In thin lead sheets. site. The new building will be made
of adobe blocks and will be 82 by 120
reet, with six eluss rooms about 24 bv
Jud Tunklns.
34. All of tlie walls will be laid In
Jud Tunkins says nature puts lime mortar, which it is thought will
enough scales on a fish to give it more make ns good a wall as brick or tile
of a bathing suit than some human and will hold the' exterior finish much
beings wear.
better.
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During Change

Hopkins, Minn. -"-

of

Life 1 had hot flashes and suffered for
-- """......IMMU
'I two years.
I saw
Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

Com-

pound advertised in
the paper and got
good results from

p

e

AGE

it

taking

I

recom-

mend your medicine
to my friends and
you may publish
thist

f .Act as a
' ' Mrs.RoB-e- rt
Block, Box 642,
testi-moni-

Hopkins, Minn.
said that not one woman in
a thousand passes this perfectly natural
change without experiencing a train of
very annoying and sometimes painful
symptoms. Those dreadful hot flashes,
sinking spells, opots before the eyes,'
dizzy spells, nervousness, are only a few
of the symptoms. Every woman at this
age should profit by Mrs. Block's experience and try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
If you have the slightest doubt that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound will help you, write to Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
about your health. Your letter will be
opened, read and answered by a woman,
and held in strict confidence.

It has been

He Couldn't Say 'Em.
It was Ora's first year In school, and
Maurice, two years the younger, looked
on his brother with great admiration
and awe for the many wonderful new
things he had learned. Blgon, as lie
called Ora for some unknown childish
was

reason,

supreme.

his idol

An

aunt, visiting one day, asked Maurice
whether he could recite the alphabet.
"No," he piped. "TXo, I can't say
'em. I can't say the" A, B, C's. But
Blgon, he can say 'em. 'Eres the' way
Blgon says 'em." And then he proceeded to say them correctly.
WHY DRUGGISTS RECOHIEKD
SWAMP-ROO-

T

For many years druggists have watched
with much interest the remarkable record
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roothe great kidney, liver and bladder medit,

cine.

It

is a physician's prescription.
t
is a strengthening medi
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of vears.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney
medicine has so many friends.
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
treatment at once.
However, if you wish firBt to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure ud
Swamp-Roo-

mention this paper.

San Francisco Docks.
San Francisco has dock facilities
sufficient for the accommodation
at
one time of 250 vessels of average
"
size.
Lots oi lmen who believe In Darwin's
theory are busy transforming themselves back Into monkeys.
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The Roswell, N. M., postoffice ad
vanced to .first class the first of .Tuiv
and Is now one of the three first class
offices in tlie state. The total receipts
of the office have shown a decided In
crease during the past year in- suite
of the falling off lrr other lines of
business and the office Is far above
the $40,000 mark.
Maximum wages for sheenherdem
have been fixed at $25 a mouth by the
Know a Lot
"So your son Is home from colleger Pacos Valley Wool Growers' Associa
Yep." "Has be learned much ?" "He tion of New Mexko. Members pledged
certainly has. More than his mother themselves not to advance the herders
jinre "win füy at any time.
and I have picked up In a lifetime
From Missouri.
"What In the world are you kicking about?" asked the
landlady. "When I took my room you
told me, there was a single huir mattress on the bed," said the thin boarder. "So I did - "Well, will you please
come up to my room and show me tlie
single hair?"

GENUINE

BuLL'DURHAI!
TOBACCO

Kill All
anwkM

PlBffwi

kills all file.

Flms! IH"8r

rtATOV CIV ITU I TD mttrmMm mrA
No'tt. clwn, ontunenMI, convenient tnd
S. enemp.
M JI"Vjí
' v.a. Uul. nr maul.
can't sill or tin over:
ÍDÍar
rill nnt soil
anything. Guaranteed.

FLY KILLER
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'

HAROLD

8 by EXPRESS, prepaid. I1.2S.
SOatG&S. 1W Da Kalb Ara., Brooklyn,
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NOTICE FORn

á

DISTRICT COURTS ARE
WITHOUT AUTHORITY TO
REDUCE ASSESSMENT S

p EUCATION NOTICE FOR , PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior

Departmnt of th Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE

at

Clay-U-

n,

New Mexico,July 27,1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Trinidad Sanchez, of Gallegos,
New Mexico, who-oAug. 28th,
1916 made Add! Homestead Entry No. 022796, for EVfc.NEi.
SW4 NEVi and NW SE of
Section 31, Township 17N, Range 30E, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above
before A: A. Wynne, U.S.
Commissioner, at his office in
Mosquero, New Mexico, on Sep.6
des-crib-

d,

1921.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Marcelano Padia, Demetrio Cordova, Zacarías Cordova and Preñando Gonzales, all of Mosquero, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
NOTICE FOR

SPANISH-ÁMERt-

PUBLICATION

United States Land Office at
Clayton, New Mexico. July 28,
1921. NOTICE 13 nereoy- - given
that Pablo A. Trujillo, of Roy,
Harding County, New Mexico,
who, on September 15th, 1916,
made Add'l Homestead Application, No.023102, for
SEV4- - NESec. 9,SWy4-SWVSction 10, Township 18N, Range
26E, N.M.P.Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final
Three year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F. H. Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on September 8th,

iiu-thorit- is,

Ra-ab-

1921.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Lee West. Leopoldo Andrada,
Manuel E. Naranjo and Demitrio
Gracia; all of Roy, New Mexico.

VALMmun,

SHIPPING OUT 4 MILLION. .
BALLOTS FOR THE ELECION

Department of the Interior

POLICE GET AFTER TAX DODGERS

.

4,

Register.

All are busy yet getting their
wheat cut. in spite of the rain
District courtsaanot under and luck they are getting- some
code 1915, section S475, abate of the wheat cut Most crews are
or in any manner whatsoever re working short handed.
duce his assessment, iwhere the
Chas. West one of our most am
only question involved is discrim bitious farmers polled into th
ination on account of the excess Caddel wheat field with his thes
ive valuation alleged by the peti hing crew and threshed th whetioner to have been placed upon at from the barges. The header
hisipropertyfoy theflSaxing
and thresher going all the same
the suprme court has time made lots of us anxious to
just decided in an important ca- get our wheat theshed. se appealed from JDjernalillo couThe three Hazen boys have
nty.
had their two header crews goThis decision reveres the jud ing for the past two weeks and
gment of the district court. The yet have a lot of cuting to be
r
suit was in the matter of the done."
..
taxes for the year of 1919 of e W. R. Bradley reports he will
& Mauger, appellee, versus have the headers for a week or
the state tax commissioner, app- more yet.
ellant. It was an appeal by the st Not many were able to attend
ate tax commission from a judg- the conference at Solano on acment by the district court abat- count of harvest those that did
ing the taxes of the firm in the not harvest were tired and ready
sum of $551.47, and reducing by for rest
$14,000 the valueation placed up
Mrs. Cora Hazen spent the
on th firms stock of merchandi- - day with Artimay Quashneck.
Mrs. C.Driskill spent the we
The opinion follows two New ek with her mother during harv
-

4,

PAZ

BRADLEY

.

'

x

f

.

"if

.

The photograph shows a Chicago policeman stopping an unlucky mctor.

1st who had neglected to obtain his city reblcle tax. The
'
notice of Chic aso
The Secretary of State's off Mexico cases previously decided est
stationed at all streets leading Into the loop and Inspecting all cars to wtm
ire
Rayno-ldby
was
Justice
written
spent
It
Mrs. Quashneck
the day tne owner nas a license.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay ice today began sending to the
Chief Justice Roberts and with Mrs. C. C. Moore.
ton; New Mexico. July 28, 1921 county . clerks official ballots,
concurring. A TEST OF FAITH
Miss Nanalee Bradley attend.NOTICE is hereby given that sample ballots, registration boo- Justice Parke
Anderson Brothers have all
ed the roundup at Logan.
four of their threshing outfits
Claud W. Anderson, of Gallegos, ks and poll books for the special
News.)
(Chattanooga
DON'T BE DISCOURAGED
Some of the Hall young folk
New Mexico, who, on March 9th, election SeDtember 20 which
We have frequent occasion te pro ready for the large threshing
to enjoy the fine birthday
helped
con
eleven
of
decide
fate
will
the
Entry
1918, made Homestead
test
against the efforts of Japan te season that is before them. They
When Abraham Lincoln was dinner at the Lysle Hazen home
No. 025834, for SW
of Section stitutional amendments proposImpose her dominion upon unwilling
Lega young man he ran for the
give for Lyle's birthday. Mrs. peoples, yet we bare thus far tailed will have three steamers and one
30, Township 17N, Range 32E, ed by the fifth legislature.
in Illinois, and was bad Hazen prepared a fine dinner to exemplify the ideals which we rec- oil pull. The seperators are in Al
islature
Wileman,
assistant
Miss
Edith
filed
N.M.P.Meridian, has
noti
ly swamped.
,
and had a jolly crowd and a good ommend to Japan. If we should with- shape and two of them have 36
ce of intention to make Final Secrajary of State, said 4,817,1
business,
He
fai
entered
draw our sovereignty from the Philipnext
under
time in the afternoon.
required
were
40
ballots
Three Year Proof , to establish
pines, In accordance with our repeated inch cyliaders and the other two
seventeen
spent
years
led,
and
neighbors
have
Several
of the
claim to the land above describ the law twice the number cast of
his life paying up the debts been taking turn about slaying promises, we could the more consist- hav 32 inch cylinders. The four
ed, before A. A. Wynne, U. S, at the last election in official
ently ask Japan to follow a similar
worthless partner.
a
of
threshing outfits will employ
with Mrs. Don Bradley during course toward Shantung, Manchuria
Commissioner, at his othce jn ballots plus twice the number He was
in love with a beautiful her spell of almost pneumonia.'
the last election ,on red
and Siberia. Our plea would have a over forty men and it will cost
Mosquero, New Mexico,on SeptOscar Murphy had the misfor great deal more force If we could over $300. per day to run them
papar for samples. One small co- young woman to whom he becaember 8th,1921.
me engaged -t- hen she died.
that
tune
dry
of losing one of his good cal make It with clean bauds.
four
sent
unty
saidwas
she
.Claimant names as witnesses:
woman
a
he
Later
married
got a leg broke and a few the Philippines are not ready for In- The Aanerson boys are our pionves.
It
i
Jcüb. B. Anderson, Joseph H, goods boxes full
dependence Is merely to exprese an eer threshing men andliave mawho was a constant burden to other bones broken.
Aanderson. Joseph S. Baker and - The Secretary of State's office him.
arbitrary, gratuitous opinion.
It Is
pulled
in
up
T. J. Heimann has
de good in their business and no
perfectly easy to create conditions
William A. Rockwell, all of Gall furnishes only the ballots for
again.he
politics
Entering
ran
neighborhood
Roy
his
with
amendments.
the
constitutional
the
In one's own mind that no people doubt will handle a large amount
éeos. New Mexico.
for congress and was badly defe header.
ever could comply with. Our delay of the threshing of the msa. ThPAZ VALVERDE, The counties furnish those for
Adam Troop brought a bunch about respecting our own pledge la a
Register the senatorial election called by tad.
He then tried to get an appoin- of cattle over from his bean pat- reflection on our national good faith ey will run. their own cook shacGovernor Mechem for the same
and a constant Invitation to Interna- ks and wij put the grain in the
tment to the U.S.Land Office ch.
'
Brown and Thompson have com date.
tional complications In the fur east.
failed.
but
prepaired
Hazen
Mrs.
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Coury
and
G.
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Mr. and Mrs.
walk around the Roy Trading
United States Senate, and was ed a crowd in bunday all enjoy
Company's business house. The childre Isidor and Mary of Santa badly defeated.
ed the day.
walk is a fine pjece of work and Rosa are spending the week with
FOR SALE Five eights, seven
NOTICE
1856 he became a candidate
In
,
Mrs. L. R. Bradley is partly
Ray
adds much to the beauty of the their uncle and brother
I
presidency
was
vice
and
for
o
the
week.
foot log chain, see E. F. Henry.
on
sick
list
this
the
store building and at the same mond P. Shaya. Mrs Coury's hu again defeated.
will need quite a I
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This
visited
Aspgren
Mr.
Mrs.
and
time makes a walk down town sband is in the mercantile busi
In 1858 he was defeatd by that the Hazen family and Mrs. D, number of Harvest Hands with- - TiVT ctpaveti at? qtoi
nessin the Guadalupe county great
from the depot.
man Douglass.
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Bradley Sunday.
town and is one of Santa Rosas
another-ba- d
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One
failure
after
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business,
men.
This
posperous
mm ft to the Mesa within 'red with black spots, and the
Don't forget the Ab Woodard Ms. Coury's
Everybody is going to attend
visit to Roy failurs- great setbacks. In the
first
41
Roy
of
east
nuu klnnk
sale, 15 miles north
nunc ...UK
uik.iv nputB.
pleased with our face of all this he eventually be the Ab Wooddard sale 4 miles the next two weeks as we can
Have been gone for th past
Tueday August 23rd. A fine bun and she is well
of the Country's great east of the Brand school house use you
came
one
city.
ch of horses, milk cows also fa- little
est men, if not trie greatest.
The Mesa Wheat Growers ten days. Finder notify
and two miles north of Henry
old riumlee. City,
numerous
machinery
and
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Association.
When you think of a series of Mitchell's on Tuesday August
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FÉÉÉ WATER" for your stor
other articles will be sold.
the 23rd.
age battery. FREE INSPECT setbacks like this, doesn't it maBATTERIES
disyou
become
feel
small
to
ION. Let the New battery man ke
FOR
NOTICE
PUBLICATION
NOTICE
goes bad
When
E-0
trac
FOR SALE;
J.E.Busey Company couraged, just because you think
fix it.
Department of the Interior
LABOR BUREAU
Busey,
to
work is
bring
our
it
you are having a hard time in tor engine in perfect condition,
If you want work, or want
guaranteed. J. E. Busey Co.
also a 24 inch seperator, with U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
0
Titan Trac- life.
some one else to do the work, FOR SALE
also
condition,
very
good
in
tor
a bean attachment, both only ton, New Mexico, June 14, 1921.
see
WILL TRADE 320 ACRES
When you have a blow out been out one year, will sell at a NOTICE is hereby given that OF NEW MEXICO LAND FOR
ROCQUE REEDER a four disc tractor plow. If you
at tho
are interested, write or see, E. bring it to Busey He can fix it bargain, or trade for anything Rafael Tixier, of Bueyeros, GOOD CAR. WHO HAS GOT
B. Laughter, Solano, N. M. tf. right. J. E. Busey Co.
Union Co. New Mexico, who, on
Reeder Feed Sale Yard.
worth the money, or. on time April 10th, 1918, made Home- ANY SPORTING BLOOD. NO
SPEAK
JUNK ACCEPTED.
with good reference. I have no stead Application No. 021049, QUICK IF YOU WANT THIS,
W2-SEiSec ENQUIRE AT
use for either.
for W'a-NEi- i,
OFFICE.
Come and see me at Springer, tion 12, Township 20 JN.. Range
30 E. N. M. P. Meridian, has
New Mexico.
We are closing out our Auto
filed notice of intention to make
R. E. Brock
Tractor oils.
and
Proof,
to
Final Three Year
BAUM BROS
above
land
to
the
claim
establish
Case described, before F. H. Foster,
FOR SALE: One 20-- 28
NEW MEXICO.
COY,
Separator in A-- l endition. Also U.S. Commissioner, at his office,
one Titan Tractor. These are pr at Roy, New Mexico, on Aug.
iced to solll. Write, phone or see 15,1921.
HIGH GRADE REPAIR
Joe FJIitcheil, R.F.D.1 City
Claimant names as witneses :
TALK ABOUT dime novels.
ING
AND THREW away his code.
nt
Leandro Vigil, Vitor Lucero,
iuíow I have
you
Do
THEY 8ENT Jim down.
AND WHEN he sent.
Jose Merced Gonzales, and
repairing
spent
years
LOST: One tire chain between Francisco Vigil, all of Bfleyeros,
TO TEXAS to Investigate.
THE FINAL dope.
where
watches
Railroad
Paul Anderson's and Roy finder New Mexico.
to
the
stand
had
they
HE FOILED the villain,
80 ME OIL wells there.
PAZ VALVERDE,
ne shop and receive reward.
"

s,

.

castt

.

,

To-sa- y
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Har-..-12-

12-2-

?!'

your-batter-

B

.

10-2-

4,

w

Inidaicli

S--
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double-cros- s

a master mind

jó

I

?

.

WHICH THEY might buy.

THE MESSAGE Just said.

IF JIM said O.K. '

"CHESTERFIELD."

AND HE was to
BY WIRE In

secret

code.

AND HIS directors knew.
THAT ALL was welL

.

y

NOW
A

report

Register,

"

ENTER

the villain.

...

FOR OIL men know.

SLIPPERY crook.

GOT WIND of

WITH THOSE oil wells.

THAT "CHESTERFIELD" means.

it.

AND TRAILED Jim down.

"THEY SATISFY."

COPIED OFF hl3 code.
AND BRIBED a boob.
IN

THE telegraph, branch.

SO THE crook could

get

THE EARLIEST word.
AND CORNER stock.
AND WORK

a

hold-up-

.

IT LOOKED like easy coin.
J

,

:

f

A

t.

nw

BUT JIM got wise.

n

r y0

NOTICE Our Loan Inspecttor
will be here between the 20th
and 25th of July. If you want
a loan at once better see us now
as thi3 will be the last inspec
tion until the latter part c l August. Rate 10 percent long time
ten years or more if wanted
Make application at the Spanish
SCHULTZ
American Office.
AND JOHNSON.

you've "struck
YOU'LL know
when you discover

Chesterfields. You'll say "they
satisfy." A wonderful blend
the pick of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos put together in
way that's
the Chesterfield
why "they satisfy."
And the
Chesterfield blend can not be

copied!

known?
Do you know it is the
cheap watch that tries
a workman's skill and
not the high grade
watch? Do you know;
I use genuine factory
made material and that
I am well equipped to do
.

.
VULCANIZING
Bring your tube and tire
work to Busey and get first
class work and a square deal,
also battery station in connection, witk an eight month guar
antee on all batteries overhaul- etL J. E. Busey Co.

your

high-grad-

e

work?-Brin-

g

me your high- I have been,
work,
grade
doing it for others for;

How
MONEY: MONEY.
We have
much do you want?
17 years.
$100,000 to loan on
IIOBSON
at 10 percent; "long time, and
Your
Jeweler
your
Tell us
quick payments.
finance troubles, we can help
ydu
The biggest weekly paper on
Schultz and Johnson.
the Mesa. Subscribe today.
Real-Esta-

te

.

--

, Did you kmom about th
ChmsttrfUld paekagm of10?

i25

A

,

FOR SALE: One Ford Tom- ing Car, fully euipped with electric starter, all new tires, stro- mberg carburator, spot ight and
other extra euippment, in first
class running condition,, will
sell at a bargain if bought at
once, call at the F. S Brown
Motor Co. Roy, N.M.

examination

strictest

1

!

Do you know'you are missing
some mighty fine pictures at the
Roy Theatre every Saturday
night The managers, bernart
; the
iid Nickens ,'are
get
can
they
best pictures that
good
pic
arid you can see just as
tures at Roy, as you can at Ve
gas or Raton. Come out tonight
and see for your self.,

E. J. H.Roy
Surveying

ft

a'Mspf iiog

CounlySurveybr'

slic-win-g

H(S AUB,?.f?
.

BO.:

LiocfTT it Urns Tosacco Co.

'fr.

Land Matters.beiore' the Departmea
--

mteriotontests, etcc

iiMmftft. ,
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THE

SPANISH-AMERIC-

'

AN

"Edd Cable is the new clerk at
the Roy Post Office.' Edd is a good fellow, and should maké good
'
in his new

COUNTY SEAT

"'""

.NEWS.

!
"7
Published By"" ';
.
J
C THESPANÍSH-AMERICAPRINTING COMPANY
Frank Lr SchulKEditoír.'V.'. Wm.' G. Johnson, Associate Editor
Local showers falling - almost
daily
over different parts of the
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
mesa are greatly delaying the
harvest of the wheat ' which is
suffering considerable loss.
Entered as secondrclass matter at the post office in Roy, N. M.
A few small threshing mach"

-

;

:

;.

.

1

vs.;-

i

N

Miss Mary Pace is visiting
ends in Roy; this week.

.

Registered August 27, 1912.
ATTACK

AN UNWARRANTED

A statement was made to the Democratic Convention last
n
Saturday by a former Democratic leader, that the
and the
campaign,
1920
during
the
politics
Republcan
in
was
thought was to leave the impression with the Democrats of Har-- ;
was a republcan paper
ding County that the
throughout the campaign and would probably continue so. (At
Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-

n'

your request?.)
n
as well as Manager,
As Editor of the
I wish, to state that no one can prove such a statement as was
as has
:made at Mosquero last Saturday. The
'
paper
nonpartisan
a
is
columns
in
these
stated
been repeatedly
:and thruout the whole campaign we took advertisements from
both political parties so long as they paid for it, or agreed to pay
for it. If the Republican party purchased more advertising than
the Democratic party, am I to blame? I do not recall which did
the more advertising, but let that be as it was, one thing is certain
and that is the SpanishAmerican was a nonpartisan paper thruout
the last campaign and will remain so thruout the coming campaign
However, the paper reseñ es the right to support whoever it
pleases, especially when I feel that one man is far more competent for a certain position than his opponent. (The qas has pro"

Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-

n,

that to us.)
we
I believe the whole of the Mesa appreciates .the fact that
I
believe
paper.
n
nonpartisan
a
have made the
that if it were not for the stand we have taken in politics, our subscription list wodld not be a thousand, or in othor words about
50 percent increase since taking the paper over last August. That
is ample proof to me that the public is satisfied. It is the inten-- .
n
to publish a.nemspaper, one that
tion of the,
will be a benefit not only to Roy, but the whole Mesa of Harding
County, (not an individual) and in doing so we do not intend to
villify a man or woman simply becaus she or. he is a Democrat
or a Republican.
I feel that the attack
As Editor of the
made, was very unwarranted, and will serve to no good to either
politician feels that
the Party or the paper. If our supposed-to-b- e
way about the paper, I would much rather he would come and
tell me and not make such unwarranted accusations to the public.
Assuring the public I will ba glad at all times to give the
facts about either party or the men who are candidates on the
various tickets, and assuring our readers that I am doing all I can
to give you the best weekly in New Mexico.
ved

Spanish-America-

Spanish-America-

.

Spanish-America-

n,

I am, Respectifully

your servant,

Frank L. Schultz, Editor.

Sul isoiDe tor
nrvrir

lit

A;

Hárding County New Mexico
.Abran

of Gallegos,
visitor in
Roy, the first of this week, ano
ther addtion to the S.A. famiy,
I am now handling the Rock
Island line of Farm Implements
and Power Machinery, Peoria
Grain Drills and Sanders Disc
Mows. Come in and we will
MATERIAL for GRANERY'S
We are prepared to handle talk over your wants.
"YOUR granery bill, by laying
Brown Motor Co,
in a good stock of material
grainery purposes.
NOTICE
Call and see us.
There will be a ioint meeting
of Masons - Odd Fellows and
II. M. Smith and C. A. Smith Knights of Pythas, in
the Mawere business visitors in Roy sonic Hall Tuesday night
Aug
this week .attending to business, 16th, for the purpose of discuswhile here. Mr. H. M. Smith sing and planning the Building
dropped in the S.A. office, and of a Joint Lodge Building
in
had his name put on the long Roy. AH members are urgently
list of readers that appreciate requested to be present.
the news of the Mesa.
COMMITTEE.
Casados,

N. M. was a business

.FS,

'-- r

MR. FARMER!
IS YOUR FAMILY PROTECTED?

IF NOT
Then yon should take out a life
;
.Insurance Policy.

"

on.

The furaature for the County
offices arrived this week and is
being installed in the different
rooms. It is a nice and Complete
line of furniture and the officers
will soon be snugly settled in
their ncv home and ready for
all kinds of business.
,
A large crew of surveyors arr
ived and are now busily engaged
in surveying out and cutting up
into sections and quarters the 27
000 acres of land recently pur
chased from the Bell Ranch by
the Wilson Company. This land
adjoins town and covers the lar
ge tract of farming land on the
West of town and will be the means of adding a large number of
families to the population of the
town and the surrounding country as soon as properly placed or.
,

out a nice, little paper that will
be a credit to the town and country arid something that you wiL
be proud topatronize. It will be
Republican in politics will boost
for Mosquero and the rhesa first,
last and all the time. Make
for your-- subscription
now both for yourself and for
sme frind or relative in the East,
Mr. Joe Spivey and wife left
for Texas where they will spend
a few weeks' attending to business and visiting old friends
and relativs.
Mr. Lawence and Harry Kingsbury attended the roundup at
Logan and report a pleasant and
arra-ingmen-

"

We will insure your life in one of the best
Life Insurance Companies in the states, at
a small cost to. you each year.

.Miss Nina Spivey returned
from Las Vegas where she atten
ded summer school and has been
busily preparing for teaching in
the Mosquero Schools this win-

ter.

M. Walter Cottingham, genial
manager of the Springr Lumber
Company made a business (?)
trip to Springer Sunday. That is
the young lady understands that
he means business but the Mosquero girls deny that such is the

case.
Well, we attended the Sunday
School Convention and we met
that Mills correspondent and we
had that dinner. And now we
have decided that the old saying
about wanticipation always exceeding the realization is all
bosh and that there is nothing
to it. We knew that we were going to enjoy our selves but we
never imagined that chickens
could be made into such delicious
pie.nor that nut salads could be
made so tasty nor pies made so
thick and juicy as we found in
that dinner basket. Nor did we
imagine that a mear Sunday Sch
ool Convention could be made so
enjoyable nor the correspondent
be half so nice as she really is.
Oh yes, it was a success but we
haven't been feeling well since,
we don't seem to have any appe
tite tor beans and such stuff any
more.

We Believe

.

(

in the

"little"

depositor.

The account

that starts small is bound to grow and before
long becomes a paying account for the bank
safeguard to the thoughtful

and a financial
depositor.

Start your

account now
Size does not
.

natter for it
will grow

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Capital and Surplus $60,000.00
.

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
11

A good bank for everyone

"'

THE SERVICE GARAGE
are now better prepared than ever to handle your auto and tractor repair
work. We burn in bearings which makes
them last much longer.
We can do any kind of mechanical and
electrical work and we guarantee every
We

that we do.
Bring in that car or tractor and let
us overhaul it before the busy season sets
in.
'
"Come to the place where you get
your work done by Competent Mechanics
and the work GUARANTEED."
PENDLETON and DODDS
ROY, N. M.
piece of work

COAI!, COAL! AT THE
The Democrats held their conCOM- MESA
vention on Saturday. For full
PANY'S
ELEVATOR.
particulars of that event turn tc
the account of the S. A Editor
who was a participant in the
same. It will probably be sufficient for us to say that it was a
howliny success. Early ilnthe
morning they began arriving until they swarmed all over, town
ROY, NEW MEXICO. AUGUST 6th, 1921,
and like Egypt with her. rain oí
frogs became a' vertabee plague-Oburros, on horses, in buggief
and wagon and on foot they flocked in. Mothers "called their dau
ghters inside and cautioned them against venturing out, locfcec
up the chicken houses and hailed
down the cellar doors and then
turned the town over to the Den.
ocrats. By high noon there, was
crowd in town that literally sme)
led of Democracy. An excited
youngster cried out "Oh. mamma, there goes Mutt and Jeff"
and we glanced out to meet the
smiling countenance of Prof.
Hendricks and Jake Floresheim.
In the afternoon they locked th
em selves up in the west wing oí
the School House and got dowii
to business.From the sulphof óus
smoke and waves of heat that
crept out around the doors and
windows we knew that peace
and harmony were raging within
Shortly before sun down we mei
a few badly scared delegates fly
ing from the scene of battle in a
"scared rabbit sort of way and
after some persuasion they paus
Copyright 1MB Ed. V. price
Co.
ed long enough to anform tisthat
they had started to raise funds
In buying a suit do you buy PRICE or do yon want QUALITY?
for the' coming campaign. In all
ihatis the mauv thing you should think about and you get both in Ed.
seriousness, however, it was reV. lnce & Co., Clothes.
markably well attended and dpu- btess successful
little' con
.'.
vention.
Mr. Graves, from Springfield,
Colorado, who has been in correé
jondence with the Booster Club
for some time m regard to est
"
ablishing a paper at Mosquero,
,
V MÍINSOÑ
drove in with his family Sunday
and proceeded to look1 thé prop
THE MEAT DEPARTMENT
osition over. He has sold out his
peseñt estabishment and anxious
to locate in a new community,
Mr. Wm. Astler of Santa Fe has leased oar Meat Market
After lookingHhe' ground 0vei
and will endeavor to give you the best of Meats at all times.
carefully hé; decided to" locate
with us' and has ordered comple
It will be run Ktriftlv incK in trrlav that ti
te new equipment ior a moaern
the choicest meat at prices that you would get in the cities.
printing office. He ex
pects the outfit to be in by the
Give him a trail, and xou will be satisfied.
first of SeptembeHMrwili make
; i 'A Shoe which
has style
?

;

McCarger

.

the market.

up-to-d-

.

.

'

happy time.-

i

a line, jsaámt intf fladly explain all

hoiries to;

"

ts

-

.

Address ajl

That our. bank does not make a practice
small depositor from opening an account here no matter how small
'the first deposit?

of discouraging the

Jfml

t

Drpp us

Willis It?

FLOERSHEIM WEEKLY NEWS

OFFICIAL PAPER OF
Bert Gerhart and. family, of
Yukon Okla, are visiting at the
J. II. Creswell home. Bert is one
of the old homesteaders of the
early days, and his friends are
glad to see him back on the
Mesa.

ines have now started up and
the first few loads af wheat are
now being brot into market. The
real rush on the market of wh
eat will not start for sometime
however.
Mrs. Celsa Fuentes from the
Valley, was brought into town
last week for medical treatment
sufferng from inflamatory rehu
matism. Under the care of Dr.
Danels she is slowly recovering.
The Wilson Company have commenced the erection of a mod
ern residence building to be occu
pied by the manager of the store
Mr. Paul Kingsbury.' The work
will be rushed to an early completion.
The little daughter of Mr.
Blea, the section foreman at Campana, w ho was operated on at
the Daniels Hospital at Mosquero last week, recovered, nicely
from the operation and was mo.v
ed to her home this week.
A letter received from Mr. I.
A Dyke, who has been absent
from home for some time was re
ceived in which he stated that
he was now at Liberal, Kansas
and expected to return home so-

fri-

"

.

i.

Sfcer

ROY7NEW MEXICO.

"WE INSURE ANYTHING AGAINST EVERYTHING"

arraingmentsto,háyeí the first
few issues unti that time printed
elsewhere and distributed , from
here. He has: had years of succe
newsi)áp- ssful experience
erbusiness and' intends
in-th- e

,k.--

r

.

quality and

.

fit

Just what yon are

i

THE

COUNTY NWllEXÍCO?SATXJRDAYr

G

LIBERTY
Miss Nola Canon delightfully
entertained a party at her home
last Saturday evening, games
Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey and music were indulged in unt-i- ll
For sale by the case
a late hour, when dainty reand i a 6 gal. cans
freshments were served by the
mesdames J A. añd O, D, Canon
Retailed by all
'
A11 report a splendid time.
Leading Grocers
AXCtl. VCOvlllg, nllCAv 1Q III J.U11
Italian Bees and Queens
ing and if the weather permits
most of the grain will be in the
stacks by the close of the week.
The spring crops are looking
Springer, New Mex
P.O. Box
beautiful, but' are needing culti-- 1
vation as the continuedrains ke
eps the weeds growing despite
Omar Keene the lineotype de- the fact that the farmers care
vil has been on the sick list for they can not leave the wheat fields to give the needed attention
the past three weeks.
to the weeds.
The Liberty people are much
We have a lot of Grain Saving
elated
over the prospects of the
Guards and pullers for down
of the roads. The main
grading
each.
75c
and
$1.25
wheat.
road
Kephart to Roy has
from
Anderson Brothers.
been needing work for, some
FOR SALE Two Dozen Buff time.
Orphington Hens, two thorou- In the past three months a portion of this road would of had
ghbred Roosters and one hun- to
have been abandoned, had not
dred young frying chickens.
Mr. Lucas allowed the public the
Call or Address
privilage of going thro his farm.
Geo. W. Lucas
Win. Hill of pleasant View,C.
L.
Justice and family, Mrs. T. M.
.
LIGHT PLANT prices have
dropped. WE shall expect to sell ugden and Airs. ueo. Lucas were callers at the Hugh Mitchell
you a WESTERN ELECTRIC
home
last Sunday.
seathis
Light
Plant
Power and
B.
R.
Stuart is the first farmJ.E.Dusey Company
son.
er in this community to complete
his wheat harvest this year. Mr.
A cloudburst at Watrous
Stuart and his sons are extenc-iv-e
last at 1 o'clock was the
of about 30 auto loads of tofarmers and have harvested
urists' being forcibly retained a large wheat crop and have the- ill U1CJ1 KUO u.u .U6"
.11 envinn- vrvra in n
that town. The heavy rainfall' ui cultivation, ,T
ivir. stuart and
lasted for sometime and washed and his crew also harvested L.
out the bridge on the Watrous A. Cation's and Geo. Lucas' crop
to LasVegas road just beyond
Abner Woodward has gone eaWatrous.
st for an extended visit with friends...
. .If you are in need of. dentist
Joe Woodward has purchased
work see Dr.Murdock who will a new Samson tractor which will
in Roy from August 14th to Aug. add much to his supply of farm
. .
20th
equipment.

DEMOCRATIC STATE
TO BE HELD IN ALBUQUERQUE ON THE 18th
A call has been made

Fatjo Apiaries

R.E.Alldredge

'z

v..

i.

i

.
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"Arkansaw" let his mules run
his header into the fence Tues- not to let a little thing like an inday with the result of a broken vitation to a picnic dinner stand
in your way. That punk cigar
reel and a bent up bar.
that you offered us one time per
County Clerk Anderson came haps wone for you the invitation
up Thursday evening to spend However we would much rather
be friends and tell you how sorry
a day with his friends at Roy,
we are for the naughty things
The Anderson Brothers had outy you when we imagined you
their numerious threshing rigs that we have said to you and ab-t- o
be a little bit of a stoopshoul-shrim- p
all ined up this morning and
with a brown mustache,
they are now ready for the large
but if a quarrel' suits
wheat fields that are awaiting etc;
you lets go. Such a correspondthem.
ent as you are is certainly too
good to loose and if no one else
Melville Floersesheim is spend will quarrel
with you we suppose
ing a few days with his family that it is up to us to do so. We
at Roy.
use to think we were no good
at quarreling but since fully considering the matter we have dec
ided to try to leam, provided th
at you think it will not forever
spoil o.ur sunny disposition and
also if you will give us a few les
ions along that line.
C.J. Pendegraft of Springer
was in town last Friday on business.
M. Baron of Trinidad arrived
one day last week for avisit with
his friend C.W. Short.
Mr. and Mrs. A.A. Hurford
and their youngest children and
'
?
V. Anderson artheir
rived last Friday from Erick. Ok
lahoma, jor a visit with relatives
nere.
Mrs. G.H. Hackett is on the
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The gasoline consumption ia unusually
'
The tire mileage is unusuiOly 'high.
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CITIZENS STATE BANK
Jew Mexico.

Mills,

FOR SALE
80 acres deeded
If you are looking for bargailand
miles north of Solano, ns, attend the Ab
Woodard sale
Address Mrs. Martha Frank, August
the
23rd
15
miles north
119 Emerick St., San Andelo.
east of Roy and 13 miles S. E.
Texas.
Of Mills. Big sale and cracker- jack stuff to be sold at public
'
1 auction.
FOR'
SALE Second
hand, U
three or five disc, light Sanders
A. J. Hahn, of Solano is a
tractor plow, see or write. G.s new subscriber to the Spanish'
R. Abernathy, Roy N. M.
Spd American.
3--
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The Sunday School Conventio- was well attended at Solano la
st Sunday and a fine ' Session
,
reporto!;.
u..-- .4.'.
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..AGENTS--:!-- ...

F. S. Brown Motor Co.
i Roy,,N. M.

V

White Garage
Las VegaíiN. K1J;

I'

"

Dr. Mnrdock the dentist will
take eare qf your dentist trotkb
les 09! Aug.. 14th to 20th as, he
will M in Roy on these dates.
FOR SALÉ: Team of Horses
I weight 1600 lbs. each
Set hea
vy aU Leather Harness, aad
I

prji-tical-

Né

-
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Make Farm Life

i

.;;':-..':';Wp-

rth

There is no question about the drudgery of farm work if you
haven't a tractor.
Much of it is hard on you and your help, and harder on the horses.
Besides, it goes very much slower without a tractor. It lengthens the
day 's work and the season's work and ties you and your help and the
entire family down to long hours of bard toil from early till late."
The tractor relieves this situation. It does the hsrd work, releases
many cf the horses and makes it unnecessary to keep expensive hired
help. It not only does the work better but much faster. It shortens
' '

the season work and gives time for beneficial recreation and pleasure.
It makes farm life more worth while provided, it is a real tractor
has a proved record of dependable, economical operation ever a
number of years.
Compare the records of the various tractors on the market and
you find that the OilPull stands out prominently ebove the others.
Its
record proves that there is not a more dependable
tractor few stops for repairs, no stops for overheating, etc. Its record
proves that there is not a more economical tractor it holds every
tractor fuel economy record for the last nine years. Its record proves
there is not a more durable trector "Old Number One;" the first
OilPull built 12 years ego is still on the job.
There should be a tractor on yoiir farm give us an opportunity
to tell you why it should be an OilPull.

tht

'

Anderson Garage & Machine Works,
Roy,' New Mexico.
40

Geo E. Cochrane

THE
AUCTIONEER

'

Mills, N,M.
.

Dates at this office.

Harvest is being delayed on
acount of the continuous rain
and scarcely half of the wheat
of the mesa has been harvested
to date. Last week it rained
every day and hi done nearly
as well this week.'' Lots of
has fallen and lots will
be wasted as it' wil bé impossible
to get it auV.
" "
the-whea-
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We are always Very glad indeed
speak a good word for the depositor who ta-to
kes care of his obligations promptly, even if
his balance is small.
' Let us get acquainted
so that we can
nelp each other. YoU'Víin fiffirt an
i.
with us for any amount, and W e pay interest
on Time Certificate of Deposits.
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list at this writing 'but we

hope for .her speedy recovery.
Ray Smith is helping his. father, out on the farm during his va
cation.
Mrs. Ethel Lohn left Sunday
for Raton N.M. where she will
have a number of her teeth extracted.
Mr. and Mrs. C.A. Smith and
Mr. and Mrs. M.H. Smith made
a business trip to Gladstone Tuesday.
Mrs. Page and W.C. Damals
arrived Tuesday from near Wag
onmound for a short visit at the
T.A. Turner home.
The Wilson Company are load
ing a house pattern in
car to
ship to Paul Kingsbury at Mosquero, owing to the fact that Mr.
Kingsbury is a young man of
marriagable age the foregoing
looks very susppicious to us.
Those from here who attend
ed the Sunday School Convention at Solano last Sunday are as
follows Rev. Gardner and family
A.VÍ Stafford and family, E.D.
Bartmess and family, Mr. and
Eva and Roy Cunningham, Glen
Spencer, M.S. Bentley and John
Mrs. G.R. Belknap, Mable Smith
Hepburn. They report a fiae .ti
me and a large crowd. The Presi
dent pf the Convention having
moved away J.D. Wade of Roy
was électd to fill his place. The
next Convention will be held at
Mosquero the last Sunday in November. "
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;Podge Brothers constant aim is to
surround each and every operation
that enters into the construction
of the cat with safeguards which
will compel those operations to be
as close to perfection as human
cfíort 03X1 make them. ' -
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The amount you can start an account
;
with may not be large, but the sooner you
become identified with a bank, the sooner
you will feel the benefits derived from
this

-
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el to make you happy and you
wish to pick on us we beg of you

sick;
fc

It lends dignity and stability to any
man or woman who has a banking connection
It gives confidence to you to know that
if questioned, you can referanyone to YOUR
bank.

Mr. Brown if it takes a quarr-

Mosquero, N. M.
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FOR SALE
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SAFETY and SERVICE

Exra good team of Percheron
Mares, weight about 3200. on
any terms to suit buyer. '
ad track.
L.N. DeWeese

........
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Mr. and Mrs. W. H. McMinn
E.A. Smith and family and Mr.
Culbertson ate their Sunday dinner along the river canyons west
of town.
T.A. Turner returned Sunday
from La Junta, Colorado, where
he has been working.
Mealy are
Air. and Airs.
moviung to Mosquero where the
former will take charee of the
Mosquero Abstract Co's. office.
Dr. G.S. Chapen of Santa Fe
was seen on our streets Monday.
Dr. is here looking after his interests near Gladstone where he
has some twelve hundred acres
of wheat.
T.A. Brantley and wife of ne- ar Newton were shopping in our
town Monday.
The Wilson Company are surveying into town lots their forty
acres of land east of the rail ro-

FOR SALE- - A new two row
Howie Bean Cutter, ' in perfect
condition, at a bargain; Write
or call
T. M. Ogden
Route A.
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The formers" have certainly
improved each shimne hour this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt and two
sons arrived from Texas last Sat
urday for avisit with their son
brother H. J. Wyatt and
mily."

Denver last Sunday but will
return again in a few days to
complete the sale of the school

om
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delegates.

.

r.'-C-

by the

convention to be held August the
18th at AJbupuerpue, The conve-.jan- d
wijl have 527 delegates and
the purpose of the convention
will be to nominate a democratic
nominee for U.S.Senator..
Harding County is given 10 del
egates while Mora is given 24

.
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state central committee of the
Democratic Party for their state
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AUGUST 6tft, 1921.
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J.CKirby'.wás operated
the Plumlee hospital last
week &ms,fi, reported getting a
ong niceiy at present.
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FRESH BREAD at all
times 10 cents straight
FANCY BAKERY

No.1
Joint Resolution Providing For
The Amendment of Section 2
of Article VII of The Constitution of The State of New
Mexico.
J. R. No. 18, Appr. Feb 15,
1921.
Be it resolved by the
Legislature of the State of New
Mexico:
That Section 2 of Article VH
H.

GOODS
JUST LIKE MOTHER USE TO MAKE

CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENTS
TO BE VOTED ON
SEPTEMBER 20,
.Proposed Constitutional
Amendment

C3Y

BETTER

of the Constitution of the State
of New Mexico be and the same
is hereby Amended to read as

AUGUST 6th 192L

-

VULCANIZING

Section 1. That Section 5 of
Article VIII of the Constitution
of the state of New Mexico, en
titled "Taxation and Revenue,"
be and the samé is hereby ame
nded so as to read as follows:'
The legislature
Section
may exempt from taxation pro
perty of each head of a family
to the amount of two hundred
dollars, and the property of eve
ry honorable discharged soldier,
sailor, marine and army nurse,
and the widow of every such
soldier, sailor, or marine, who
served in the armed forces of
the United States at any time
during the period in which the
United States was regularly and
officially engaged in any war in
the sum of two - thousand dollars. Provided, tfeat in every
case where exemption is claimed
on the ground of the claimants
having served with the Military
or naval forces of the United
States as aforesaid, the bona
fide ownership of such property
upon which exemption is claimed shall be upon the claimant."

The best investment in New
Mexico. Scribe for the
Just received a large shipment of Red Top tires. Come
The F. S.
in and see them.

U. 9. GOVERNMENT
FULL RIGGED STOCK

S-- A.

Brown Motor Company.

SADDLES 5

We are growing every day
Subscribe now!
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

32
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Kmuitlr Ilk. picture
Kver
M. ' NM

W. Umnatft
Kwjr Saddle

X
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Department of the Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico, June 14, 1921.

NOTICE i3 hereby given that
William E. Curtis, of David,
New Mexico who, on May 20,
"TRADE AT HOME"
follows :
1918, made Original Homestead
krici(íiit
J
"Sec. 2. Every citizen of the
Entry, No. 025999, and on Jan.
CANDY, CIGARS AND SOFT DRINKS.
, rmciAii
1
United States who is a legal re6, 1921, made Additional Homesident of the State and is a qua(. your arrrmt
stead Entry No. 027358, for N-Railroad Stutlva
lified elector therein, shall be
14 Sec. 19; Wk SW14 Sec. 5;
qualified to hold any pdblic ofE
SE14 Sec 6 Twp 17 N. R. POSITIVELY a bargain without equal
Be'&96urcd
the (I S. Government defice in the state except as other30; NWU NE14, Nft NW
the very BEST every saddle was
wise provided in the ConstituSec. 11; Twp. 17 N. R. 29 E; manded
inspected and is up to the
Government
tion. The right to hold public
and Government's high standard.
SE
NEVi, SWft SE
in the sta,te of New MexiKvrry Smldle is NEW
E12 SEVi of Section 34, TownI'cnoizDlfg? office
co shall not be denied or abridWarranted Nevpr Vseú
ship 18 N Range 29 E., N. M.
or bent rnirort tunned sklrttnir
ged on account of,sex, and whe-evFOR SALE: A good cow and P. Meridian, has filed notice of lentMade
thoroughly tanned
her. Hrm anil un
the masculine gender is calf .none better..Price $120.00 intention to make Final Three And fust .Mlnixt.
Modlnwt Wild West steel fork.
used in this Constitution, in de- cash. Pablo Atenció,City
tf Year Proof, to establish claim TRRB rover.
2 Inch oinl born, oeek of
PURITY BLACKLEG AGGRESSIN
2
born
Inches, lenicth or seat It inches
fining the qualifications for speto the land above described, beBEAT firm solid sest and Jorkey Id
is what your CALVES need.
cific offices, it shall be con- PROPOSED CONSTITUTION
pleee.
fore A. A. Wynne, U. S. Com- oneRKiaiXO
STRAPS
Hade from solid
strued to include the feminine AL AMMENDMENT
missioner at his office in - Mos- leather, front Tggng t Inches wide, back
DO NOT DELAY.
1
wide,
rlftglnir
connecting strap
however,
Provided,
gender.
quero, N. M., on Aug. 15, 1921. ttt Inches Indies
vide, off htllers t Inches wide,
road
public
payment
of
itie strops
that the
Inches wide a.d. ( feet
No.5
MTLT0N FLOERSHEIM.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Agent.
t Inches Ion.
poll tax, chool poll tax or servideep
resolution proposing James A. Mcintosh, Frank Weir gKIavro 21 Inches loo it. 14 In. skip.
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)
joint
House
t front mid hack. lined with wool
ce on juries shall not be made a
WilJesse
E.
Joe
and
Ford
H.
piece
solid
of
FRONT
leather.
tine
XI
to
the
article
amendment
Rov. New Mexico.
prerequisite of the right of a an
PBMDRR (iood arm leather, lg Inches
cox, all of David, New Mexico. deep,
10 Inchea wide:
fender stays or
constitution oí the state of New
female to vote or hold office."
tlrrun leather liners are Í inchea wide.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Htlrnip
Inchea
leather
out out of
Ion.'
Mexico, Entitled "corprations
Register. It
backs of (rood flroi solid leather. I laches
wtde. &K feet loa.
other than municipal" by adding
Solid bent hickory,
Proposed Constitutional
8T1UKIP8
Inches wide at bottom, of standard thick.
WHEN
WILL
PRICES
to
new
numb
section
be
a
thereto
Amendment '
neck.
Bess.- - with Much tread and
SLUMP
G1KTHH One 34 Inch strand ("llforola
ered section 19.
No. 2
hair fflrth. 14 Inches lone, with center
strand heat cotton
A Resolution Proposing an Am- H. J. R. No.35, Appr. Mch. 11,
bsr and one
It Inches Ioiir withlined.center bar
Wind-- " endment to Section 22, Article 1921. Beit Resolved by the While prices of all commodit girth
CHAFK8
THBT ARK $76 nAltnr.Rfl
2 of the Constitution of the Legislature of the State of New ies have gone down materiay in
Only s limited number available, nut
recent
there are many while
they last we offer them at UI.ÍS
State of New Mexico.
Mexico: That article XI of the people months
In
who think that there each and this price Includes freight.
Joint Res. No. 9 (As Amended) Constitution of the State ofNew
other words. Mid fS2.9f and we deliver
should
be
a
your
chargea
freight
prepaid to
further recession. the aaddle
Appr. March 8, 1921- Mexico, entitled "Corporatins
nearest railroad station.
Be it Resolved by the Legisla- other than Municipal" be amend These are the folk who pine so
Remit by Post Office Honey Order
KxprM
M.nr Order, R.k
ture of the State of New Me- ed by adding thereto a new sect often for a return to the good
or Chtar's Check.
days.
old
Replying
to
impliTon ron no rtak. Bvery
ones.
the
Order at
xico:
ion to be numbered Sectioo 19 to ed question as to when prices saddle Is new snd ir'iaraateed ro be
22
as described. If not satisfactory
Section 1. That Section
read as follows:
would go down a wholesale dry Money wfll be refunded.
of Article 11 of the Constitution
"Section 19. The Legislature goods organ
turns loose the foil FEDERAL DISTRIBUTING CO.
of the state of New Mexico be may by enactment change, alter
Goods of All Kinds Mreet to Uses
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND
owing
broadside
of hard facts. Army
section
amended so that hte said
EVERYS61 C Com. St. San Antonio, Te.
or enlarge the powers and duties Pnces
will, it says ,go down
THING IN TIIE TINNED OR PLUMBERS
References: Guaranty Suite Bank, Sao
shall read as follows: i;
of the State Corporation CommLINE, ALSO
Antonio, Teiaa; Dun or Bradatreet ComWhen hard coal is back to mercial
DEEP WELL PUMPS v. T)MILLS, WELL
Until otherwise ission created by Section 1 of thSection 22.
Agencies;
Not connected
with
CASING
Government.
provided by law no alien ineli is article for the control and reg $9.00 per ton;
AND TIffi MANY OTHER HUNOS THAT
COME UNDER
When railroad fares are back
gible to citizenship under the ulation f Corporations and may
THIS LINE OF WORK.
to
two cents a mile.
laws of the Unitéu States, or cor change or alter the provision for
When house rent is back to
poration, copartnership or asso- the enforcement of its orders.
$25 per month;
ciation, a majority of the stock
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Until the Legislature shall otWhen gasoline is back to ten
owned
or
is
which
or interest in
ISOLATED TRACT.
herwise provide any order made cents per gallon ;
held by such aliens, shall acquire by the commision fixing or chaPubic Land Sale.
IF IT IS TO B'J FIXED. WE I AN FIX IT
When telephones are back to
title, leasehold or other interest nging any charge or rate or relat
Department
of the Interior,
m or to real estate in New Mex ing to any matter with in it aut- $1.00 per month;
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
When
a square meal is back New Mexico.
ico.
hority shall be binding upon the to a quarter;
1921.
carrier, or company, or person
When farm labor is back to Sale Authf sized byJune 13,
to whom" same is directed and
Proposed Constitutional
$25 per month ;
shall be enforced by the Suprem-- e
"C of
Amendment
NOTICE is hereby given that,
Court according to the terms when shaves are back to ten
No. 3
cents;
Successors to BAUM BROS.
as directed by
A Joint Resolution Proposing of such order unless changed or
When money is back to 5 of the General the Commissioner
Land office, un
An Amendment to Section 1 modified by said court on a hea- per cent;
Roy,
der provisions of Sec. 2455, R.S.,
New Mexico.
of Article V of The Constitu- ring applied for by such carrier,
When xodks are back to pursuant to the application
of
tion of the State of New Mex- company or person within a re- $5.00 per week;,.
Faustm Hernandez, David, New
ico, Entitled "EXECUTIVE asonable time limited in such or
When hair cuts are back to a Mexico. Sesial
der.
No. 027704. we
DEPARTMENT."
quarter;
will offer at pubic sale, to the
Upon any hearing or proceedWhen a car wash is back to highest bidder,
but at not less
II J. R. No. 19, Appr. Mch. 9 ing in any court upon any order 50 cents ;
than $3.25 per acre, at 10 o'clock
1921.
Be it Resolved by the issued by the commission within
cream is back to a
When
A.M., on the 10th day of Sept.
Legislature of the State of New the scope of its authority the bur dime; ice
1921, next, at this office, the
upon
den of proof shall be
the ca When a doctors cal 1
Mexico:
is back following tract of land: NEÍ4-NEI- 4
That Section 1. of Article V rrier,company or person to whom to two bucks.
.
Sec 20, T 19 N, R 29
of the Constitution of the State such order is directed to show
THERE IS NO BETTER TIME THAN RIGHT NOW
love of Mike, why ex
For
the
M.
P.
Meridian.
unreasonableness
any
charge pect the manufacturer, wholeof
nf New Mexico entitled "Execu
TO HAVE THAT HOUSE STUCCOED
tive Department," be and the or rate fixed or requiremet spec- saler and retailer of clothing This sale will not be kept
WHY VAVE
same is hereby amended to read ified in such order and court and furnishings to go the route open, but will be declared closed
IT DONE BY INFERIOR WORKMEN WHEN YOU
when thoseresent at the hour
may of its own motion and shall
as follows :
upon request of any interested alone? Why expect us and no named have ceased bidding.
CAN HAVE IT DONE BY AN EXPERIENCED
de
1.
executive
The
"Section
WORK
one else to go back to pre-wThe person making the highest
partment shal consist of a go party require or authrize additi- prices?
MAN AT NO EXTRA COST WHATSOEVER.
bid will be required to immediaSEE
vernor, lieutenant governor, se- onal evidence.
Why pick on us?
tely páy to the Receiver the
cretary of state, state auditor,
we Americans all in amount thereof.
Aren't
E. F. HENRY, the Contractor
geneWORRY
ENOUGH
attorney"
IN
THE
treasurer,
state
this proposition together?
Any persons claiming adverWORLD
al, superintendent ot public
ROY, NEW MEXICO
Haven't we got to work it out to sely the
land
instructions and commissioner
gether ? Well then.haven't we are advised to filé
of niihlic lands, who shall be ele "All the money in the world is
claims,
about it as he has had the experience to give you what you
their
manufacturers, wholesalers
want
cted for a term of two years be no use to a man or his country the
or objections, on or before the
and
retailers of clothing and fu
spends
he
Jaif
day
ot
it as fast as he ma
ginning on the tirst
time designated for sale.
nuary next arter their election. kes it. All he has left are his bil rnishings gone much faster and
Paz Valverde,
Such officers, except the su- Us i and the reputation of being much farther than the average
Register.
perintendent of public instruc a fool which he can get much in reducing prices and making
tion, alter having served two more cheaply 'in other wavs.
We'll say we have
NOTICE
consecutive terms, shall be in- There's nothing fine or funny adjustments..
We
now
are
ready to build
eligible to hold any state office in throwing awav cash on thi
proof
fire
that
house
or garage
ngs you don't want mearly befor two years thereatter.
for you, out of cement steam
The officers of the executive cause the cash is there. We've
cured blocks or brick, both faee
(Bonded)
rlpnartment. exceDt the Lieute ul done it in our time, and we'
or
common finish. This is the
GBvfrnor,
during
their
ve all had to Dav for it. The
nant
hollow wall system which means
;
Mosquero, New Mexico,
.
terms of office, shall reside and man who says that he never;wo
a dry house, we also do General
kepn the nubhc records, books rriea ahnnt. mrvnev ia tho man
Contracting and Carpenter and
the
at
office
of
seals
who
papers
and
has to worry about it inost
"Prompt and Efficient Service"
t
Mill work.
m the long run,and goodness
seat of government.
Roy cement Products Co.
Knows there s enough worry m
We are ready to make your Abstracts now.
..
iiiiiimiini.il
I
niT mnm
John II. Hornbaker, Prop.
Proposed Constitutional
in the world already without
Roy, N.SL
Amendment
our going out of, our way to add
4
to it. Any fool can waste, any
N.
The U.. S. L. battery
.
A Joint Resolution Proposing an fool can muddle; but .it takes
has proved its value, it
Mosqaero, New Mexico.
Amendment to Section 5 of something of a man to save
is not an unknown Quali
ty, and it is always bet
Article VIII of the Constitu- and the more thatjie saves the
tion of the State of New Mex more of a man it makes of him
ter to be safe than sorry.
ico, Entitled "TEXATION and Waste and extravagence unsetWe have new batteries
tle a man's mind for every crisREVENUE."
on hand at all times. . .
ACETYLENE WELDING .AND
is thrift which means some foMagneto,
gene
starter,
THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
DISC ROLLING
4Í,
Appr. March 11, rm of self restraint and continII. J. R. No.
jj rator and battery repair
AT
,
THE OLD STAND,
ence,
by
Rudyard
steadies
it.
Resolved
the
1921.
Kip
Be
it
AH work neatly and promptly done.
work promptly done.
...
WITH
ling...:
THE LIBERTY
jr.
Located in the Old Bentley Building
Vru
VV Watnf
I UVVi
WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE
, . GARAGE
All our vulcanizing and bat- FOR;'SÁLE-Onand
e
.Sveeari old
tery work guaranteed. J." E.
Inspection
Wm. Schoenerstedt Prop.
mare, spund and well brpke;
i
Büséy. Co.
will
M&
weigh,
1100
or
better. See
ANDERSON BATTERY
NewMxicp.
Legislature of the State of New L
:
J;
'
C. Dodds. City.
COMPANY
Mexico:

I

Ideal Bakery & Confectionery
G.M.LE WIS Prop.
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WHEN

you have Pump or
mill troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Juay
and Baker and they will fix it.

Wool-aki-

.
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JUDY AND BAKE.?

:

-

NOTICE Mr.

HOME OWNER

E.-N-

ar

above-describ- ed

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT

,.'.'

COMPANY, Inc.
-
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W R. CÓPLEN, Manager

General Blacksmith
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Machine Work, f
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JD. Wade,;
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ASPIRIN

"Olympian
ílwtCod,,','SERVICE.
Write

QUALITY

AND

HKHT A. HOSKOUD.

for

1HS6

A

Fabrics"
price

Frledertch Wllhelm, former Germa
crown prince, has suggested that be
may ask permission to go to the

PARAGRAPHS

AUTOMOBILE TIRES
lUt.

Aroma St.

BRIEF RECORD

OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

HOME OF THE COLE
THE BEST III USED CARS.
ALWAYS

Write
Mall.

Bay

'

I

(or Complete

Information.
1225 BROADWAY

SHOES REPAIRED

Ill

Beware! Unless you see the nam
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin preN0 K00AK
fiiiishins.
"KTiDAlfil
by physicians for twenty-on- e
AUuniVO tnm ,not, n.twi.i, ceaiaay. scribed
COMPANY, years and proved safe by millions.
KODAK
JRASTMAN
626 Sixteenth Street, Denver. Colorado. Take Aspirin only as
told In the Bayer
-- i Pre-WPrice on Coffee) package for Colds, Headache, NeuralV!
gia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
aanple, port--"
91.00 tor
naii
rLfwm
rut tesiv r.Arrcs e. seir.B Lumbago, and for Pain. Handy tin
CO., Slit and Market 8U., Uenrer, Colo.
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of AsMARCEL WAVING
We lead in thii a pirin cost few cents. Druggists also
11
&
Beauty
lines.
other
Charles Hair
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
Shop, 410 16th St., Denver, Colo.
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
FI.OWEIIS Foil ALL OCCASIONS.
Monoacetlcacldester of Sallcylicacld.
Park Floral Co., 1643 Broadway.

DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.

ti

BEAUTY PAHLOIIS. Hair Goods by
mail. Milllcent Hart Co.. 721 15th 8t,
JEWELRY CO. Diamonds, watches, silverwars. Out town
orders careful attention Est. 1873.
BOHH-ALLE-

N

THE NEW YORK PLEATING
buttons

for beet pieatlnc,
ton bolea.
UY

.

ar

CO.

and butnenutltchlnf, cowed
Write for cátalos;.
1523 Stoat, Demer. Colt.

YOUR

Iteikeremn'

GROCERIES
AT WHOLESALE
PRICIS.
Wkeleuk) lepsly Co., 1523 Nineteenth St

Present Membership

Largo Enough.
Washington.
Six members of the
House Census Committee, which recently voted to report a bill for Increasing the membership of the House
of Representatives from 435 to 460,
declared In a minority report filed
that the present total was big enough.
Chairman Slegel, who presented the
majority report, said that the
was required aiter each
r
census. Maine and Missouri
would lose one representative each
ten-yea-

and the annual cost for adding twenty-fiv- e
members would be around $296,-00Opium Shipments Decline.
Washington.
More fquor is going
Into China as the use of opium falls
off, according to a report to the Commerce Department from Consul GenThe
eral W. H. Gale at Hong
net revenue collected In Hong Kong
from liquor duties and licensed warehouses during 1920, Mr. Gale said, was
$779,000, compared with $739,000 In
1919, while the revenue from the opium
monopoly in 1920 was H300.00O, as.
compared with $6,800,000 during 1919.

"

Decided.

$10,-00-

"Never mind that. I never knew
Jones to pay a bet. You lose." Judge.
--

A Lady of Distinction
Is recognized by the delicate fascinating influence of the perfume she uses.
A bath with Cuticura Soap and hot
water to thoroughly cleanse the pores,
followed by á dusting with Cuticura
Talcum powder usually means a clear,
sweet, healthy skin.
Beneath Him.

"But didn't Opportunity ever knock
at your door?"
"Probably."
"And you didn't answer It?"
"I? Certainly not I What do yon
think the servants are for?" Boston
Transcript.

Important to Mothers)
Examine carefully every bottle of
that

famous old remedy

for infants and children, and see that it

Ing.

Senator Norria Collapses.
Washington.
Senator Norris, Republican, Nebraska, Suffered a partial collapse In the Senate at the close of an
address of nearly three hoars. The effort, combined with Intense heat, exhausted him and he was taken to an
adjoining committee room where first
tid remedies were applied by Senator
Ball of Deleware, a physician, who
said Mr. Norris' condition was not believed to be serious.

In Use for Over 80 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher
Dally Thought.

Big Warehouse Blaze.
Chicago. Fire thought to have been
ue to spontaneous combustion caused
a loss estimated at $1,500,000 to the
building and contents of the Crook
Terminal Warehouse and Chicago Storage and Transfer Company on . the
southern outskirts of the city; Two
men were injured in fighting the fire.

Plot Uncovered.
New York. The entente espionage
system was directly Involved In counAnti-Sovi-

ter revolutionary plots unearthed at
Petrograd and in the western provinces of Russia, according to a cable
received from the official Russian
Telegraph agency, by the publication
Soviet Russia.
"The ring leaders
the Petrograd conspiracy," said the
message, "headed by the notorious
monarchist leader. Professor Tagant-sol- l,
confessed to plans, backed by
French' espionage agents, to assassinate leading Communists and Soviet
workers and to blow up offices, railways, factories and poison red troops,
etc.
1

'

Addison;

' ,

'

To seal in
the delicious
Burley flavor

It's toasted.

Nacigarettew

e

Deñipsey-Carpén-tle-

who-was-

DON'T
DESPAIR

With full Japanese participation In
the disarmament conference regarded
as finally assured, American officials
In charge of the conference plans are
beginning to give earnest consideration to the dute of meeting as the next
step in the diplomatic preliminaries.
E. F. Bishop,' president of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association,
characterized as absolute falsehoods
the report of the legislative committee of the American Federation of Labor, made public at Washington, Insofar as it charged a conspiracy on the
part of Hawaiian planters to provide
for admission of Chinese coolies Into
the United States.
The Bergdoll Investigation broke up
in a row while Representative Johnson
of Kentucky, Democratic member of
the committee, was trying to reach a
brother of Grover Cleveland Bergdoll,

If you are troubled with pains or
aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief in

GOLD MEDAL

'

Elevators Sign With Growers.
Fargo, N. D. Eighty-ninfarmers'
elevators and local associations have
been signed by the United States Grain
: Growers,
Inc., In North Dakota, U. L.
Burdick, director of the National
Grain Sales agency, announced. With
eighty equity elevators which have
been signed, this makes 109 elevators
or associations In the state which have
agreed to deal through the growers
.
this fall, he said.
To Make Parks Sanitary.
A concerted effort la
Washington.
being made by the United States Public Health service and the National
Park service to mnke the national
parks of the United States safé and
sanitary for the vast numbers who
have recently taken to touring them.
When tourists were fewer and most
of them treveled on stage lines and
stopped at park hotels, the sanitary
problem was simple. More recently,
however, the great majority travel In
automobiles and camp out, enormously complicating all health matters.

GENERAL

State Treasurer Read of New Jersey received from Tex Rlckard a
chegl for $144,866.70 In payment of
r
the state tnx on the
fight. This is 10 per cent of the
'
;
gross receipts. "
WASHINGTON
The mining community of Shepards-vllle- ,
The Senate adopted a resolution by
Ind., was virtually wiped out by
Senator McCormlck, Republican, Illi- fire with a loss of approximately $500,-00nois, providing for an investigation of
Approximately 1,500 persons lived
American occupation and administra- In the mining camp and many lost all
tion of Haiti and Santo Domingo. A their possessions.
special committee of five senators will
Hot, dry weather during the month
conduct the inquiry.
of August is necessary to save the
Prlcess Fatlraa, sultana of Afghanis- south's cotton crop. This Is the contan, who has attracted unusual atten- sensus of opinion among the agricultion during her visit to this country ture extension forces of the cotton belt.
because of a white sapphire set in The boll weevil Is damaging thousands
right side of her nose, was received at of acres. Agricultural experts of the
the White House recently by President Mississippi delta predict destruction
Harding.' The princess and her two of the crop In many sections If damp,
sons were dressed in native costume, cool weather should develop In the
and were accompanied by an Ameri- next two months.
can naval officer detailed as an InterThe Russian soviet government has
preter.
served notice on four New York and
Alaskan mineral production
for two Washington banks that It is the
de1920, amounting to $23,303,000, showed owner of more than $179,000,000
an advance of more than $3,500,000, posited In these Institutions by Boris
appointed, Rusas compared with 1919, according to a Bakhmeteff,
summary Issued by the ' Geological sian ambassador to the United States
Survey. The gain in 1920, it is said, before the soviets acquired control. In
was due entirely to the Increase in making this announcement, Charles
the copper output, which advanced Recht, attorney for the soviet regime,
from $8,783,000 In 1919, to $12,960,000, said the notices sent to the bank
although only eight copper mines were warned them that they would be held
operated In Alaska In 1920, as against liable If they should pay the funds to
eleven in 1919. Gold production, how- any one but an accredited representaever, fell off by more than $1,000,000. tive of the soviet government.

Do you
know why
it's toasted?

Killing Pigeons In Wisconsin..
Madison, Wis, Riflemen posted In
the Wisconsin capítol building began
killing hundreds of pigeons at the re-

quest of the superintendent of property, who offered the plea of economy.
Superintendent Morrissey said that
the capítol was being made a "chicken
roost" and that It was costing the state
hundreds of dollars to feed the birds.
Wisconsin people visiting Capitol park
liad long regarded the pigeons as pets.

Castoria

But silence never shows Itself to so
great an advantage as when It Is made
the reply to calumny and defamation,
provided that we give no Just occasion
for them.

(Welters Newipaper Galon Neva Service, )

William Butler, Paul Pritchett and
Jasper Trower were killed at Montgomery, Mo., when a threshing machine engine which they were working exploded.
Four other men were
seriously Injured.
Bandits broke into the Colonial Club
In San Francisco, lined up the guests
against the wall, took their money and
escaped. Police said the reports indicated the loot was approximately
The bandits' victims were engaged In a card game, police said.- Tony Panker, who says he Is a
Greek, is in a serious condition as the
result of treatment received at the
hands of a mob at Bayard, Neb., which
placed a rope around his neck and tortured him with fire. Panker was accused by a
girl of mistreating her.
Four bandits, believed to have been
Intoxicated, broke into the home of
Minnie Proctor at Sioux City, Iowa,
robbed her of $160 and after binding
her to the bed, set fire to her house
and drove off in a motor car, leaving
the victim to burn to death. Passing
motorists, who saw the house In
flames and heard the woman's screams,
saved her from death.
Reports that J. Henry Albers, Portland capitalist, convicted of violation
of the espionage act, whose conviction
was set aside by the United States
Supreme Court and a new trial ordered, was blind and had become paralyzed on the left side, have been confirmed by a government physician, according to announcement by the United States district attorney In Portland,
Ore. The district attorney said he
would transmit the doctor's request to
Attorney General Daugherty at Washington, D. C, with a request for postponement of the retrlaU Should Albers' disability prove permanent, said
the district attorney, dismissal of the
charges would be asked.

that"

CASTORIA,

f,

WESTERN

"Jones and I have made a bet and
you are to settle it. I say that"
"What are the terms of the wager?"
"Oh. the loser Is to buy a good dinner for the three of us. I claim

United States for a lecture tour.
The German government has agreed
that President Harding issue an offi
cial proclamation of peace between
the United States and Germany, there
by ending the present Indefinite situ
ation.
Germany lost 1,792,308 men killed
and 4,240,874 wounded from 1914 to
1918, according to a revised compilation of the German casualties during
the war. In addition, 200,000 men
still are reported missing.
The Soviet government Is reconsidering the question of admitting Anier-IciV- n
Journalists Into Russia. M.
chief of the Soviet legations
abroad, telegraphed M. Ganetsky, the
Soviet minister at Riga, saying a decision on the question probably will
be reached soon.
Provisions for reducing the production of sugar, and for sending a commercial mission to Washington to secure a revision of the reciprocity
treaty between the United States and
Cuba, are Included among nine measures constituting an urgent legislative
program drafted by congressional
leaders and President Zayas of Cuba.
H. Greenfield, a farmer, was elected
premier of the province of Alberta by
the provincial Legislature, in which
the farmers control the government.
He was born in Winchester, Eng., 62
years ago, and came to Canada in
1892. Beginning as a farm laborer he
has risen to the ownership of one of
the finest pieces of agricultural property in northern Alberta.
A compromise has been effected between France and Great Britain regarding the Silesian Issue as a result
of new exchanges. Premier Brland, it
Is announced, will probably agree to a
meeting of the supreme council and
withdraw his demand for a meeting ol
experts. In return for this Great Britain has asked to Join with France In
requesting free passage of reinforcements through Germany.
The official Bolshevist newspaper,
Pranda, of Moscow, telling of the terrible sufferings of the Russian people,
says that "as a result of the drought
and the crop failure, famine Is raging
among a population numbering about
25,000,000." This announcement was
given out in New York City by A. J.
Sock, director of the Russian Informa
tion bureau in the United States, who
represents the Russian antlbolshevist
forces In this country.

The world's standard remedy for kldnoy,
livor, bladder and uric acid troubles and
National Remedy of Holland neo 1696
Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for the oamo Cold Modal oa every box
and accept ao imititioa

Acid Stomach

k

DIFFERENT

"My wife was a great sufferer from
acid stomach for 10 years," writes H.
D. Crlppen, "but is a different woman
since taking Eatonlc."
Sufferers from acid stomach let
Eatonlc help you also. It quickly takes
up and carries out the excess acidity
and gases and makes the stomach cool
You digest easily,
and comfortable.
get the full strength from your food,
feel well an'l strong, free from bloating, belching, food repeating, etc. Big
box costs costs only a trifle with tout

lruggist's guarantee.

Using the
fitnuins

Every Time I Sit Down to a Juicy
Steak Now I Give Thanks to
Tanlac, He Declares.

STEARNS'

ELECTRIC PASTE
READY
i

FOR U8E BETTER THAN TRAPS
Directions In 16 languages In erery box.
Rats, Mice, Cockroach), Ants and Watertraff

destroy fond and property and are carriers of disease.
Btearns' Klectric Paste forces these pestl to rim
(rum the building for water and fresh air.
Üóo and ll.SU, "Money back If it rail,"
U. 8. GoTernment buys It

"Every time I sit down to a Juicy
steak now I give thanks to Tanlac
for taking me off that milk and mush
PARKER'S
diet I had to live on for a year," said
HAIR BALSAM
Joseph R. Towns, the
and
k jSsi(
popular proprietor of the Sanitary MlSf J
Rectoras Coló and
Bewrfy to Gray and Faded Haie
Meat Market, of Marshall, Mich.
ie.
and I 1.00 at Drtmrtiete.
v5s
Af70r Bleeni Chem.
'
w lie. PatchoBue.ir. T.
"I had stomach trouble of the t A 1.:
worst sort and was going down hill HINDERCORNS Remores Genu, Cal-loases, euv. stops all palo
Mures comfort to tb
so fast I thought I would have to give feet,
makes walk. Br muy. I ta. by asall or at Draft
up my business. I was so nervous rlstt UI.MOX CfaornieaJ Works. Patolteffv. M. T.
and worried I dreaded to see night
come, as it meant little for me and
then in the morning I was so fagged
out I dreaded to go to my market.
"The money I spent for Tanlac was
the best investment I ever made. I
never dreamed a medicine could do
the work it did for me. Three bottles
was all I needed to make me as sound
as a dollar. I never felt better or
more like working in my life than I do
The ture and quick remedy for
right now. I eat anything I want, my DIARRHOEA,
CHOLERA
DYSENTERY,
stomach Is in good shape and I am
MORBUS, CHOLERA INFANTUM. ETC.
brimful of energy. I sleep all night TS years of success. 50c and Si. The $1 slxa
without turning over and. get up in equals three 50c bottles. Druggists everywhere.
the morning as happy as a boy;
"Not only has Tanlac made me feel
fit and fine, but I have also gained
twenty-fiv- e
pounds in weight. If anybody wants to know more about what
I think of Tanlac, let them come to
me and I will be glad to tell them.
It certainly hasn't an equal."
Seat 25c, Oiabuat 25 aaJ 50c, Talca. 2Sc
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggists
well-know- n
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Cuticura Soap
Is Ideal for

The Complexion

everywhere.

Advertisement.

The Connecting Link.
One of the Instructors In a preparatory school which professes to tutor
youths desirous of entering college recently had an Interesting time with a
lad who was tackling biology.
"What," asked the tutor, "Is the connecting link, If any, between the animal and the vegetable kingdoms?"
"I think I know," said the boy. "It's

hash!"
ALLEN'S

DOES IT

FOOT-EAS- E

When shoes pinch or corns end bunions
a package ot ALLEN'S FOOT
tche.
EASB, the antiseptic powder to be shaken
Into the shoes. It takes the stlnc out of
corns and bunions, gives Instant relief to
Smarting, Aching, Swollen feet. 1,600,000
pounds ot powder tor the feet were used
by our Army and Navy during the war.

NOTHING

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
NO

LOSS
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Darky Got Mora Out of Garden Than
Ever the Owner Was Lucky
Enough to Get.
Not long ago a couple of negroes
who had long before been neighbors
In a southern state rather unexpectedly met In Philadelphia.
Of course,
they talked of old times In the South
and one of them remarked : "IIow 'bout dat truck garden, Joe?
When I left you had jest taken It over.
Did It pay?"
"Well," said Joe, "I didn't have nothing to complain 'bout."
" always had a mighty pore opinion

NOVEL ABOUT THAT
i
garden," continued
Old Joe Had Tried "Electricity" and 'bout
the, othijc darky. "You remember I
No
Found It Was
Cure for
told you before you got It that you
Rheumatism.
would never get your money back.'
"But I did get my money back," reOld Joe Carter had suffered from
the other. "I made more out-tturned
rheumatism until, he declared, he had
that garOen than the owner ever
"no patience with It," but he was always eager to hear of possible reme- did."
"You don't say so?"
dies, and when his sister in Mobile
"I
shore does," continued the other,
wrote that she knew of a cure that
had been tried with great success, and "I got the rent out of It, and that's
owner never got !" Philadelwould tell all about It on her next what the
Ledger.
phia
visit, old Joe was all excitement.

er

"Now, Mary 1" he exclaimed to his
sister, eagerly, a few minutes after
she ha" reached the house, "you-atell me 'bout dat cure for rheumatism !
I was so anxious I could hardly wait
fo' yo' to git heuhl"
"Well, Joe," began the sister, "it's
electricity and "
Before she could continue Old Joe
ll

interrupted

:

"De Idea," Mary, of yo' comln' heah
suggestln' dot to me! Don't you-aremember dat only last summer I was
strucked by lightning, and It didn't
me no good?"
do
Philadelphia
Ledger.
ll

Got Them, Anyway.

The eccentricities of scientists are
like those of artists, says Dr. Charles
F. Baldwin of the United States public health service. There Is, for Instance, the classic example of Dr. Elle
Metchnikoff of the Pasteur institute,
who became famous for the discovery
bacillus of long life,
of the
the microbe which makes buttermilk
sour. The doctor yas, quite naturally, very particular about grapes and
he was so carefulthat he washed each
grape separately In his water glass.
Then he drank the water In which he
had washed them. Philadelphia Led-

ger.
.
Art and Power,
Art and power will go on as they
have done will make day out of
If a gardener Isn't a crack shot, he
night, time out of space, and space has lots of experience with little
out of time.

Emerson.

shoots.

The big man is bigger than his talk,
and should be so taken.

let Nature restore your
coffee-irritat-

ed

nerves,

and bring you sound,
freshing sleep.

re-

'

w

21.

THAT VENTURE

Mental butterflying at 2 a. m.
A great indoor sport for
thoughtless people

'

j

MICE
By

Luxury tax evaders throughout the

is

WOM
Earnestly Praises Catonh
1

and

ME, SAYS TOWNS

Jenl-ous-

for (0 Years
KOV

RATS

Most men are too modest to admit
United Stntes are stealing $100,000 a
the size of their faults.
nimte from the government and the
Col. William Hayward, United
States district attorney, charged in an
Interview at New York. "In New
York only $4,500,000 Is being stolen
every month," he said,
A. S. Legg, negro porter on Chicago
Great Western passenger train No. 10,
Minneapolis to Omaha, Jerked the gun
from a train robber's hand and kicked
him off the train Just outside the city
limits of St. Paul. A switching crew
captured the robber. He had boarded
One of the surest ways
the train as a passenger, and as the
train nenred St. Paul attempted to
to become physically inhold up Pullman passengers.
capable of doing your best
work is to get only snatMrs. Emilia Pánico, wanted by the
ches of sleep broken by
Chicago police for the stabbing to
disturbing dreams.
death of Mrs. Mary Esposito, walked
into a precinct station and surrenIf your sleep is being
dered. The murder of Mrs. Esposito,
disturbed by drinking
at first thought to have been a part
tea or coffee, you maybe
of the nineteenth ward political feud,
y
Is now attributed as being due to
sowing the seeds of a
aroused over attentions Mrs.
nervous breakdown.
Panico's husband is alleged to have
Do not wait until your
paid Mrs. Esposito following the mur-

who had called him a liar. The
I iin made
a quick plunge toward
Charles A. Braun of Philadelphia, the
witness, but half a dozen men, Including members of the committee, seized
him and kept him In a corner of the
room until Braun could be hurried
away by the sergeant-at-arnof the der of her husband several months
'
ago.
,
House.
Four negroes were killed and MonSecretary. Mellon has offered for
subscription two new series of treas- roe Ferguson, business man, severely
ury certificates, the combined offering wounded in a gun battle between a
being for about $300,000,000.
Both is- posse and a number of! negroes near
sues are dated Aug. 1, one maturing Rayvllle, La. The battla resulted from
in six. months with interest at 5 per attempts of deputy sheriffs to arrest
cent and the other maturing in 'one two negro women charged with beatyear With interest at 54 per Cent. ing some white boys who were swimWith this issue the treasury, It was ming In a stream near Rayvllle.
Nine thousand carpenters who had
believed, would, be in a position to
meet any demands on It by the war fi- been on strike In Philadelphia since
nance corporation In connection with May 1 have accepted the terms laid
settlements with the railroads under down by their employers. Including a
the plan submitted to Congress by material reduction In wsges, and
to work.
irosldxt Harding.
Ken-tuc-

EASY TO (ILL

TELL 'EH TO SEE

--

DISPATCHES

Z

where In U. 8. at Cenrer prlcei.
Unsatisfactory
work
nturrwd onr expense.
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR FACTORY, YELLOW
FRONT.
1553 CHAMPA ST A EST.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

nerves are affected by the
drugs, thein and caffeine,
in tea or coffee.' Protect
your strength, vitalityand
endurance.

Have sound, restful
sleep, and wake refreshed
and fit for any task.

Postum, the delicious
cereal beverage, with its
golden-brow-

and

richness

n

coffee-lik-

e

taste, will

Postum is wholesome
and acts in a normal way.
It possesses the advantages of a hot drink, without the ill effects of tea
or coffee.
Drink Postum for a
week or two. See what
a difference it will make
in youl
"There's a Reason."
Postum comes in two
forms; Instant Pos tarn (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by
tha addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of
larger bulk, for those who prefer to make the drink while tha
meal is being prepared) mads
by boiling for 20 minutes.

At all grocers.
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REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
AT SANTAFE AUGUST 18th

The Shaya Company

n
Tho Republican Senatorial
will be held in Santafe on
August 18th. The call was issued
the first of the week by the state central committee.
The Convention will have 536
delegates and will no doubt nom-

inate Senator Bursum on

first ballot..

heavy harvest shoes, $6.50 value, SPECIAL
SALE PRICE $3.85 ,
'(';:.'

Good work

shirts, each95c

Are you taking advantages of our Alumnium

set offer?. They are on display and
given away FREE with only $10.00
'

Ask for them.

in cash purchases

:

-
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The J. L. Taylor Made to ordef sample book

just arrived, and

we

are now'ready to show you
it

.'

this beautiful line of samples,
sell.

They are priced to

the

-i-

.

Let Taylor do your Tailoring.

-

R. P. ShayáGo.

-
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WE HAVE MOVED

CHEVROLET CARS
.The Polly ws loaded with schteachers last Sunday return--in- Í ,v.i
i
home from the Lasvegas Su- .'' Just received a car load of
of
Most
school.
were
them
Chevrolet
mmer
Cars; Give me your
from Quay and Curry Counties. order at once, and ride in one of
the best cars made today. . See
Mrs. A.S. Hanson and children them on display at the Garage.
left for Den ver, their .new home-lasF S. BROWN MOTOR CO.
Thursday at which pace Mr.'
Hanson has an excellent position V.Thev 'Harding County Fair
will be held at Roy September
Glen 15, 16, and 17,: Now is the tiTom Ladd returned i.
Rio Texas this week
.;e
me to begin preparing your exhas been the past 30 day. ...
hibits. The programs will be
ding to business.
"led in a few weeks, so begin
ring for the big event.
The F. S. Brown Motor ( " ,
received a car load of Chevrolet ,
HenTand family who
cars Thursday and is unloading 'ny
friends and
i visiting
'them today, i hey are a nice IIrelati
Rnrin apr tht nnt
looking bunch of cars, and must weeksf returned home Sunday.
i be seen to be appVeciated.
Yes they had a nice vacation in
spite of the mud etc.
If you are interested in Chur- g

THEATRE AND

ARE

NOW PREPARED

ALL

DO

TO

CLEANING

AND PRESSING

IN A
'

T
FIRST CLASS
YOUR; BUSI-

.

TheDemocrats

have,

a good

strong organization m the county and expect to carry the County this fall. Harding County is
jracticaly evenly divided politically and both parties will do
their utmost to cary the County
át the September election.

OPPOSITE THE ROY

r,

t

.

Con-

vention held at Mosquero last
Saturday was attended by about
50 of the County's faithful and
a strong County organization ef','--''
fected.
W. H. McCarger of Roy was
elected chairman of the Central
Committee and Ray Busey, Secretary. Juan Lujan was made
County Treasurer. Mrs. Keller
one of the lady deligates present
was elected Vice Chairman and
the State Committee of the Cou
nty is composed of the following
persons ; Mrs. Geo. Cochrane of
Mills, N.M. Mrs. Nix of Rosebud,
Canuto Gonzales of Bueyeros
and A.A. Wynne of Mosquero.
The different precincts of the Co
unty will reorganize at once and
elect new chairmen. The basis
for delegates was arranged by al
lowing one dehgate for each 50
votes or fraction thereof cast at
the last election for congressman. Roy has 9 deligates by this

'

ool

-

The Democratic County

Senator Jones has announced
to the newspapers of New Mex.
that there will be a vacancy in
the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis to which he is
entitle'd to appoint three candidates and three alternates to each
of the candidates. Arrangements
have been made with the Civil
Service Commision to hold a
examination Oct.28
at convenient points in New M.
Young" men between the ages of
16 and 20 who desire to avail
themselves of this opportunity
should write Senator Jones well
in advance of the date so that arrangements can be made for the
arrangement.
examination.
',: Chairman Seíigman of Santafe
For Sale Iron bed and . springs was to have been present to deliat a Bargain, Glenn Cooley.
vered an addres but was unable
to come at the last minute. John
Everyone should attend the Morrow was also to have been
big ball game Sunday, Roy Vs. prsent but he too failed to get
Dawson. It will be worth going down. The reolution committee
miles to see;
drew up a strong set of resolutions which were adopted and appear elsewhere in the paper.

Kerr Sef Sealing Mason Jars; Doi. Qts. only $1.03
VIen's

VV. H. McCARGER ELECTED
CHAIRMAN DEM. CO. CENTRAL COMMITTEE

Conv-ntio-

PEOIAL'S

AUGUST 6th, 1921.

MAN-'NET-

NESS APPRECIATED.

.

?ET YOUR COAL FOR THRESHING AT THE MESA
BINS AT THEIR
ELEVATOR.

A Home Bank For Home People

A

bank account drives away

comfort.

It

is

worry

and

brings

the beacon light pointing out the

pathway to peaceful old age. One dollar will

start an account at our bank.

BANK OF ROY
Capital and

. '

Surplus

$36,000.00
Harper

White and

Sylvan Floersheim and family
received
Rumley Sepa of Springer are spending the
w'eek, and are now week with Mr. Floersheims relaready to thrash the golden grain tives; in Roy. Sylvan is owner
of the Springer Times and reDon't forget that Dr Murdoch ports business flourishing in our
the Springer dentist will . be . in sister town. By the way Mr. and
Roy from August 14th to. the Mrs. Floersheim are the proud
20th. Come in and see him if you parents of a sweet little girl that
came to bless their home a few
have dental work to be done.
weeks ago.
t
Miss Thelma Caris has resign
Mr. and Mrs! Milton Floered her position as assitant Postmaster at the Roy postoffice. sheim and son "Mickey Jr." reThe resignation took effect Mon- turned from a months visit and
day morning. Miss Thelma has vacation with Mrs. Floersheim's
beeri in the Roy Office for over parents at Denver, Colorado.Th-e- y
report a fine vacation and a
two years and has made many
general good time and both app
friends while in the office who eciated the fine rest they had.
are sorry to see her leave the wo
rk. We are informed that Miss
John Coffeen wras in Royon"
Thelma is making plans for a Business the first of the week.
John rejorts everything flourinew; position.
shing on the east mesa.

their new
rator this

22-3-

6

v

Ab Woodard called on the
Mrs. T. E. Mitchell
Martin Rhyne's new
0
Wednesday and ordered sale
and son Albert, were business
Oil Pull Tractor has arrived and
Visitors in Roy the first of the bills' for his large sale which he has put
it to work. Andersoá
will be held Tuesday Aug 23rd.
week.
'Brothers were the salesmen. 1
S--

Mr. and

16-3-

f.

--

CITY TAILOR SHOP

i

.

, County Commissioner ArgueWe
will
you
see
at the Box llo was in Roy on business the
at the Baptist Church Tuesday
supper Tuesday night.
tevening Aug. 9th,
first of the week.

L

QUALITY

Fairview Pharmacy

PRIC- E-

The Roy Drug Store
rxr

AN- D-

A complete line of;
Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos.
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.
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E

SODA FOUNTAIN
'All the Popular Drinks andIc

News stand,

All

is. Hot

Drinks

in'sea-o-
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S. E. PAXTON GROC. CO.

the la est Magazines and daily papers
1

"A Square Deal Every Day."

ESTABLISHED 1908

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
(Proprietor.)

MICKlEfTHE PRINTER'S DEVIL

By Charles Sughroe
Vfcsttm

Newspaper

Uruoo

Just Then the Sun Came Up!

